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MCTA
discusses
budget, OKs
some raises

Planning Commission
recommends zoning
change,approves plat

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Planning Commission oted 5-2 Tuesday to recommend to the city council that three tracts of land totaling
49.428 acres on Poor Farm Road and Opponunity Drive be
rezoned.
lithe council approves the recommendation,the land v.ould he
rezoned from AG (agriculture) and B-2(highway business I to R4(multi-family residential). As pan of the apprined motion, the
commission also recommended updating the city's official zoning map and future land use map in the comprehensi‘e plan to
reflect the change in zoning.
According to the planning staff report, Bruce Barber with
Certified Holdings Inc. currently owns the 49.428 acres of land
located on Poor Farm Road and Opportunity Mice and is in the
process of selling the land to Mau Jennings with City West
Properties. LLC. Jennings represented Barber at 'fitesday
meeting and said he hoped to build a number (4 muni-family
residences of varying sizes on the property The proiwny is
divided into three tracts of land ith one tract -- which w as
rezoned from AG to B-2 in September 2006 --- consisting of
5.173 acres that fronts Poor Farm Road. The remainingtsti

II See Page 2A

The Harvest Begins

Volunteer of the Year during the es eni at ,Billy
Lane Laurier American Legion Post 73 in
Murray. Executive Director Matt Hamblen said
Koenig is expected to ronan 10 the Murray area
sometime nest week.
"Oxer time she has accepted her role with this
chapter,- Hamblen said. "We needed someone
our volunteers can go to. someone to tell them

The
Murray-Calloway
Transit Authority board consened on Tuesday for its final
meeting of the 2012-13 fiscal
year. highlighting key issues
concerning the 2013-14 stateapproved budget and increasing driver pay.
During the May monthly
meeting. the MCTA board
unanimously approved the first
reading of the 2013-14 budget.
Alter submitting the draft of
a near-WM.000 budget to the
Executive
MCTA
Director Bjarne Hansen said
the state returned a budget on
May 24 with an increased allocation totaling $55J)00 based
on 2012-13 fiscal operations.
While the additional appropriations were not expected,
the MCTA board entertained a
( regarding
number of ()phi."
the funds - paylik down the
MCTA line of credit. facilitating the cost of a bus route and
increasing the rate of pay for
drivers were among several
options presented.
After an executive session,
he MCI:\ hoard unanimously
approved a 2.5 percent raise to
all drivers. The increase is set
to take effect in July at the

Ill See Page 2A

•See Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHT /Ledger & Times
The board of directors for the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross is
shown Tuesday. From left are: Jim Baurer, board chairman: Dick Weaver. member; Kelly
Rogers, new member: Christi Spann, member: Michael Haven. member: Kris Foster, member: Kathy Kopperud. new member. and Matt Hamblen, executive director of thetalloway
chapter.

Saying Thanks

Calloway Red Cross chapter
recognizes volunteers, members
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Perhaps it was appropriate that one of the
main honorees for:fuesday's annual meeting of
the Calloway County Chapter of the American
Red Cross was absent.
She was busy ... in Oklahoma.
Bonita Koenig, disaster assessment coordinator for the Calloway chapter, was named

Fiscal Court unanimously passes 2013-14 budget
By JOHN WRIGHT
statt \Alder
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Strands of wheat stand in a field Saturday afternoon along
Ky. 94 in Murray as a combine churns in the far distance.
Several wheat farmers began their harvests over the
weekend throughout Calloway County.
e acre lot
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 83 Calm
wind
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 66
East wind around 6 mph

Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 85.. East
southeast wind around 6 mph.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 67.
East southeast wind around 7
mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 87. Southeast wind
around 7 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 71. South
wind around 8 mph.
Saturday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 89. South
southwest wind 8 to 11 mph
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 71
South wind around 9 mph
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 89 South southwest wind around 10 mph
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The magistrates of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court approved the second reading of
the 2013-14 county budget Tuesday afternoon.
The budget amounts to $15,542,800 and
was passed by unanimous vote. The magistrates oversaw the first reading of the budget during the regular monthly meeting in
June.
Calloway County Treasurer Anita
Gallimore explained that the budget for the
upcoming fiscal year is more than $2 million more than last year. This accounts for a

It is not what Murray Fire
Chief Eric Pologruto is classifying as a major problem ... yet.
However, a pair of calls to
Fire
Murray
which the
Department responded in the
past several days. has prompted
the chief to issue a reminder on
the dangers of leaving children/pets inside vehicles this
time of year.
"People need to remember
that in this type of heat we're
having now (around 90 degrees

II See Page 2A
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HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
DENTON RETIREMENT: Gina Winchester, a former
staff representative on the Murray State University
Board of Regents and current executive director of the
Office of Regional Outreach, wishes Tom Denton well
at a retirement reception in Pogue Library Tuesday.
Denton will retire at the end of the month from his position as MSU's vice president of finance and administrative services.

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.
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Demolition of
MSU's Ordway
drawing near

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Mongolietn
itary.org

***

Sheriff Bill Marcum reported to the magistrates that no action has,come from a
request of the Murray City Council to assist
with financing school resource officers for
the county's three elementary schools.

Marcum said $40,000 are being sought to
help cover costs for deputies to serve in that
capacity.
"Most of that is coming from the
Calloway County Schools budget and, like
seemingly every district these days, finding
money is hard." Marcum said, relating that
discussions with Calloway 's director of
pupil personnel. Fred Ashby, showed that
WO of the county's students reside in the
city. accounting for about 20 percent of the
county's enrollment. "That's what we're
using to base this figure. We've requested it

Fire chief issues
warning about
kids, heated cars

fsts

• 014,

$2 million Community Development Block
Grant that had to he documented as having
been received by the county then passed off
to Kemmerich USA as part of its prospective construction of a plant in the Murray
West industrial Park, a process known as
"pass-through."That was something we weren't talking
about this time last year so that's a nice thing
to include,- Gallimore said.

713-1142

Terry Buttes

'neurones underwritten by Auto Club Property-Casualty Insurance Co

The demolition of Murray
State University's Ordway Hall
should begin within the next
three weeks, but the university-'s chief facilities officer says
the front wall and porch area
will be preserved as a memorial.
The MSU Board of Regents
voted in 2011 to demolish the
building — which had been in
disrepair for some time — provided that no donor stepped forward to save it. The university

•See Page 2A
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•Planning Commission... •Fiscal Court...
From Front
tracts of land are currently
zoned AG and have been used
for agricultural purposes, the
staff report said. The city's
future land use map identifies
Tract 1 of this request as medium density residential and
Tracts 2 and 3 as commercial.
The staff report said Barber's
reasoning for the zoning map
amendment is that the property
was originally zoned agricultural as an interim use and the
long-range planning identifies
the property as medium density
residential. Barber also stated in
his request that since the B-2
zoning was established in 2006
for the tract along Poor Farm
Road, there has been no interest

in business development in the
area. He had told the planning
staff that R-4 zoning would be
better suited for the property
and that there are plans to develop this property as soon as possible if it is rezoned.
Commissioners also unanimously approved a minor subdivision plat at 1317 and 1319
Vine St. and 305 lrvan St. The
applicants were Mason and
Wilma Billington and David
Jacqueline
and
Jackson.
According to the staff report,the
purpose of the plat is to subdivide the Billington and Jackson
properties and create two new
tracts of land. Tract I would be
0.01 acres and Tract 2 would be
0.04 acres.

to adopt new policy to stagger
those terms.
to come from the city's alcohol
"This will assure that there
tax."
will be somebody on the boar)
In response to Marcum's with experience," said Calloway
report, Judge-Executive Larry County
Attorney
David
Elkins ordered that a letter be Harrington, who said the resoludrafted that is signed by all four tion was legally correct.
magistrates and sent to Mayor
The other resolution discussed
Bill Wells and all 12 members an animal control agreement
of the Murray City Council, between the city and county.
requesting action be taken on The resolution calls for county
this matter.
officers not to enforce city ordiSt*
nances. The county also would
The magistrates had three res- house whatever animals are
olutions to consider, all of found in the city with the city
which they passed unanimously. reimbursing the county.
The first dealt with a supple"I think this is very fair."
mental agreement for the state's Elkins said. "I believe this is
Rural Secondary Program con- very favorable to the city and
cerning county roads. Elkins will prove very favorable to the
said the main issue was discrep- city if that aside goes ahead and
ancies in the amount of dis- approves it."
***
tances of some roads in District
3 and the resolution amends preIn addition, the magistrates
vious distance readings to read approved an amendment to the
correct.
county return to work policy to
A second resolution concerns allow workers to return to "light
the Calloway County Public or modified duty" after an
Library Board of Trustees and injury, pending a doctor's
the expiration dates for board approval.
members'terms.
Elkins explained this has
Elkins said that, over the never been tried and, on first
years, a pattern has developed glance. seems favorable to
for several terms to end at the decreasing the number of worksame time. The board is hoping man's compensation claims.

ing included the introduction of
two new board members in
how they necded to do things Kelly Rogers and Kathy
and how best to serve,and she is Kopperud. Their nomination to
that person."
board was approved unaniKoenig remains in Oklahoma the
by the other board
mously
after arriving in that state shortand officials in attenmembers
tornado
major
two
after
ly
events struck that state within dance.
about a two-week span. The
"We are also in conversations
first came between May 19-20 with three or four others to see
when the towns of Shawnee and
if they also will be interested in
Moore were both hit. The
joining this board," said Jim .
Moore twister was ruled an EF5 by the National Weather Bawer,board chairman."To saY
the least, though, we are glad to
Service and killed 24 people.
Then,on May 31,another EF- have these two new ones."
5. measuring 2.6 miles wide —
Also, three businesses were
widest in American history — recognized for their contribustruck the town of El Reno. tions to the Red Cross Heroes
killing eight more people.
program in which they donated
Koenig's job is to examine dam$5(X)
or more. Culver's. Pella
aged areas to determine the
Bus Sales all were
Taylor
and
extent of that damage.
In addition. Tuesday's meet- recognized for their efforts.

From Front

Girl who lost feet in lawnmower gets prosthetics
1AMPA. Fla.(AP) — A toddler whose feet were amputated
after her father accidentally
backed over her with a riding
lawnmower took her first steps
on her new prosthetic test legs
Monday.
Ireland Nugent has been in a
wheelchair and has undergone
seven surgeries since the April
II accident. Doctors warned she
may be hesitant at first after
being fitted for the test legs, but
the little girl promptly took off
walking as soon as they were
on. She fell once, but immediately got back up.
"I'm just speechless and so
proud." said her father. Jerry
Nugent. who recorded her steps.
"She took it over the top. ...
She's not ever going to hold
back. That's my superhero.
That's my angel."
The Tampa Bay Times reports
that Ireland has already become
emotionally attached to the legs.
When the prosthetist said he

•Red Cross...

would need the test limbs back,
the little girl said she wanted to
keep them. It didn't hurt that the
sneakers attached to the prosthetics were pink Velcro with
Dora the Explorer stickers.
Ireland was to practice with
them Monday night in the hotel
room before receiving her finished prosthetics Tuesday. The
final limbs were set to feature
Minnie Mouse and Dora. She
will need new prosthetics about
every three months, at first. The
limbs can cost between $1,000
to nearly $11,000 each time,and
the Nugents said they are still
figuring out what their insurance will cover.
The community has rallied
around Ireland since the accident, raising tens of thousands
of dollars for her medical care.
And while doctors inserted
cartilage at the end of Ireland's
stumps to slow bone growth,
Nicole said Ireland could face
more surgeries as she grows.

From Front

•Transit; bu dget•••

•Ordway ...
From Front
had estimated that it would have
taken about $10 million to
restore the building to functionality.
MSU Chief Facilities Officer
Kim Oatman said the university
has hired Codell Construction to
tear down Ordway. The company is based in Winchester and
has its nearest office in

Eddyville. Oatman said that
over the course of the next three
weeks, Code1
.1 contractors will
be doing work inside the building to place concrete supports to
fortify the front wall.
"The front wall and front
porch area, including the arch
that says 'Ordway Hall,' will
remain in place as a memorial.
and they will tear the building
down around it." Oatman said.
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NOTICE
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in
City Hall.

Correction
Deputy's name listed
wrong in accident story

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes

.400
.

occasionally occur. It is the
Ledger's policy to correct errors.
To report a news mistake or
error, call 753-1916.
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Free colon cancer screening available to eligible residents of
Calloway County.
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cases were not involving people
forgetting their children were ill
their vehicles but something just
as dangerous — accidentall
locking their keys inside the
vehicles with the children still
inside. Fortunately, he said, both
situations were not long-lasting
and MFD was able to free the
children well before heat-related problems became apparent.
He did suggest rolling down
windows a small distance every
time the vehicle is parked to
allow air to circulate inside the
vehicle. That way, cooler air is
still finding its way inside the
vehicle while awaiting for assistance in unlocking the vehicle.
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Screening can prevent colon cancer or find
it early when treatment is most effective.

Awards
& Third pla.:e

for daytime high temperatures)
that it doesn't take too long at
all for the internal temperature
of a car to be well over 110
degrees. Pets and small children
can't take that kind of heat,"
said Pologruto. who knows
first-hand about this danger.
Before coming to Murray.
Pologruto served with Fort
Lauderdale Fire-Rescue in
Florida, and he had the duty of
responding to some calls for
children left inside vehicles that
resulted in those children's
deaths.
"I'll bet we had three or four
such calls, at least, when I was
there." said Pologruto, who
came to Murray in 2010 after
serving 19 years in Fort
Lauderdale. "To the best of my
recollection, most of those were
just situations where the adults
got caught up in whatever they
were doing — shopping.
appointments and such — and
just forgot their children were

still in the car. It could he that
the baby is sleeping and off they
go while the child is still in the
car.
"Could you imagine that:'
Could you imagine living with
that the rest of your lifer
Pologruto said the Murra
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From Front
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NEW Kentucky Colon Cancer
Screening Program

Download the
preregistration form at
WWw.PrimarvCareEvervwhere.cohl
or Freedom Fest 5K 0,

$i()00 Pre Ricjistrotion

beginning of the 2013-14 fiscal
year.
Jeanne Mathis. MCIA hoard
chair, said the board will revisit
potential increases tin pay at the
beginning of 2014. Front office
personnel and the executive
director were not included at
Ibis time. it was reported.
Following the city council's
recent decision against transforming Ninth Street into a oneway thoroughfare. Hansen said
discussions will *have to be
revisited concerning the proposed sidewalks along Ninth
Street through the Livability
Grant.
Mathis said some of the main
concerns regarding Ninth Street
included the speed of vehicles
and the safety of drivers and
pedestrians along the road.
Hansen also confirmed the
completion of sidewalks along
Payne Street.the beginning con-

struction of sidewalks along
Doran Road and the initial
phase of sidewalks being
installed from Five Points
through Coldwater Road. up
through the MCTA facility and
then attaching to Lowe's Duke.
Still part of the [ix ability
Grant. Hansen said the sidewalks will increase the connecthrough the northwestern
us
part of Murray.
• Hansen, along with MCTA
hoard member Mark Welch. will
meet with a Murray State con
stituency by the end of the
month to continue discussions
of underwriting a student route
14 agricultural. disabled and
international students.
With the Gold Route under
review as part of the (iniversiR
budget. Welch said it would take
more than one university entity
to ensure the full underwriting
of a student route for next year.
as a full year of operation could
cost nearly $50,000.

•Kids; heated cars...

• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Due to an editing error, a
story in Tuesday's Ledger &
Times said Calloway County
Sheriff's Deputy Troy Doss
had died Saturday at
Vanderbilt
University
Hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
Doss was the responding
officer to a motorcycle crash
Friday that had injured
Nathanial Bates of New
Concord, who later died at
Vanderbilt.
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From Front
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MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

407 Poplar Street

Murray. KY 42071
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Crime Doesn't Pay...But We Do!
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AG to decide about elected seat
COVINGTON. Ky. I APi - The Kentucky attorney general's
office will decide whether a northern Kentucky city commissioner
can continue in her elected role despite being convicted or misde- •
meaner crimes before she took office.
Kenton County Attorney Garry Edmondson told The Kentucky
Enquirer that he has recommended against allowing Michelle
Williams to stay. She was elected in November and took office in
January.
According to the state constitution, a person cannot hold public
office if convicted of a felony or a ."ItigIT misdemeanor." An atter-ney general's opinion has said there's no statutory definition of a
"high misdemeanor."
Edmondson said Williams has three convictions for Class A misdemeanors that involve fraud or dishonesty.
Williams' attorney. Dan-ell Cox,says his client wants to keep the
seat.

42 tons of missing fertilizer found
SCIENCE HILL. Ky.(AP)- Kentucky State Police say they
have found 42 tons of fertilizer that had been reported missing
from a company in Ohio.
Mrdia cited police in reporting that a private investigator hired
by Consolidated Terminals and Logistics in North Bend. Ohio. to
investigate thefts from the company tracked a vehicle to Science
Hill. in south-central Kentucky.
The security company called state police who went to investigate. Police spokesman Don Trosper said state troopers seized a
tractor-trailer loaded with the fertilizer. Police said the fertilizer
was worth about $21.000:
He said the fertilizer is a type used for farming and could not be
used to make explosives.
No arrests were made. Trosper said the case would he presented
to a grand jury.

By PATRICK QUINN
Associated Press
KABUL. Afghanistan (API
- In a major breakthrough.the
Taliban
and
the
U.S.
announced Tuesday that they
will hold talks on finding a
political solution to ending
nearly 12 years of war in
Afghanistan as the Islamic militant movement opened an
office in Qatar.
American officials with the
Mama administration said the
office in the Qatari capital of
Doha was the first step toward
the ultimate P. .S
goal
AP Photo / David J Ruck, Great Lakes Exploration Group
of a full Taliban renouncement In this photo made June 16, 2013, and provided by
Great Lakes Exploation Group, diver Jim
of links Vk rib al-Qaida. The Nowka of Great Lakes
Exploration Group inspects a wooden beam extending from the floor
yy It spoke on condi- of Lake
Michigan that experts believe may be part of the Griffin, a ship that sank in 1679.
tion of anony iruty because they
Crews are digging a pit at the base of the beam to see if it's attached to a buried ship.
were not author tied to speak
on the record. said S. representatives w ill begin formal
meetings vs ith the 'faliban at
the office in a few day'..
The decision was a reversal
of months of failed ellOrts to
start peace talks %slide 'Faliban
militants intensitied a cant
By JOHN FLESHER
France are studying the timber and digging a pit
paign targeting urban.eliter
Associated Press
beneath it. They said "Fuesday a probing device
and government installations.
AIRPORT. Mich.(AP) - Scientists say a has detected what appears to be a solid surface
In Doha. Taliban spokesman
wooden beam extending from the floor of I g to 20 feet below the lake floor.
Mohammad Naim said the
northern Lake Michigan appears to have
They say they're still not certain they're dealing
group oppiises the use ol been there for centuries, an important finding as with a
shipwreck. But Michel L'Ilour of France's
Afghan soil to threaten other they try to determine whether it's part of the
Department of Underwater Archaeological
countries and supports the
Griffin. the first European-style ship to sail on the Research says the timber appears to be a bowsprit,
negotiating process. two key
upper Great Lakes.
which is a pole that extends from a vessel's stem.
demands of both the S and
Marine archaeologists from the U.S. and
The Griffin disappeared in 1679.
Afghan go% cumuli's before
talks could begin, lie made the
statement shortly after the
Water report shows drop
deputy lore ign minister of
in
health-based violations
Qatar said the Emir of the gulf
1..NNISKILLEN, Northern leaders on starting peace talks in
state had giv.en the go ahead finFRANKFORT', Ky.(API - A
Ireland (AP) - World leaders Geneva that could end with the
the office to open.
review of public water systems
Naim said the Taliban are including the U.S. and Russia ouster of Bashar Assad from
in Kentucky shows a drop in
willing to use all legal means to declared Tuesday they are unit- power."
health-based violations.
end what they tiled the occu- ed in wanting a negotiated and
It stopped short of demanding
The annual regain was prepation of Afghanistan.
peaceful end to the Syrian civil Assad's removal as leader, nor
pared by the Kentucky Division
He thanked the leader of war that will produce a govern- did it advance the possibility of of Water. It shows health-based
Qatar. Sheik Hamad bin
ment "under a top leadership sending U.S.. British or French
violations dropped from 96 in
Khalifa Al Thani for allowing that inspires public confidence." weapons to rebels,
2011 to 4( in 2012.
an option
them to open the office.. .
.,Ats,thwIttratioh.at the eact:of, being kept open by all three G-ffr, ..,-;The number of administrative
The Obama administratioii..
%tileRitions increased from 228
-firotip.- of Eight members. Russia refused
officials say the t
and,
to 398 in 2012,
A'sittitillit
narrow
soden
the
'
fo
back
any
declaration
that
made'
Taliban representatives. will
inistrative
violation,
hold bilateral meetings. and kebtind"betWeeli Syria govern- such Assad's removal from
include
dal,'
incorrect
reporting
ment backer Russiti and Western power an explicit goal.
A Iglu') President
Hamid
and omitting inforMation.
Karzai's High Peace Council is
expected to follow up with its
own talks a few days later.
The administration officials
acknowledged the process will
be "complex, long and messy"
because of the ongoing level of
distrust between the parties.
The officials_ vs ho spoke on
of
condition
anonymity
because they were not authorlied to speak on the record.
vowed to continue to push the
Taliban further and said that
ultimately the Taliban must
also break ties with al Qaida.
end
iolence and accept
Afghanistan's constitution protections for
including
Wu men and minorities.

Scientists: Timber found in
Lake Michigan centuries old

Son given life, no parole, in parents' killing
HAZARD. Ky. i AP)- A judge in eastern Kentucky has sentenced a man to life in prison with no parole in the slaying of his
parents.
Willie Blanton was sentenced Monday by a Lawrence County
judge. following his guilty plea on Friday at what was supposed to
be a pretrial hearing.
Larry and Sandra Blanton disappeared in September. Their bodies were found buried on their Johnson County farm nearly six
months later.
WYMT-TV reported family members were allowed to address
Willie Blanton before he was sentenced.
The Lawrence County commonwealth's attorney's office said
after Blanton killed his parents, he forged their checks, stole their
livestock and tried to have his father's prescription for a controlled
substance refilled.

Transy president leaving at end of year
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)- Transylvania University has accepted the resignation of embattled President R. Owen Williams,
effective at the end of the 2013-2014 academic year.
The Lexington Herald-Leader says Transylvania issued a news
release Monday saying Board of Trustees Chairman William T.
Young Jr. announced Williams decision in a meeting with faculty.
and staff.
Young said in the statement the resignation was accepted "with
regret" and that the board "fully supports" Williams' decision to
stay on through the end of the school year.
Young said a national search for a successor would be started
later this year.
Faculty leaders earlier this month gave members of
Transylvania's two governing boards a 35-page document calling
for Williams' resignation.

U.S. and
Taliban to
start talks in
Qatar office

4

AG: Uoft panel violates meetings law
FRANKFORT.
- The attorney general's office has
found that the I Diversity of Louisville Graduate Student
Academic Grievance Committee violated the Kentucky Open
Meetings Act.
flofl. had argued that the committee "never deals with 'public
business'" and is not a public agency. Assistant Attorney General
Amye L. Bensenhaver disagreed in an opinion released Monday.
Bensenhaver said the 10-member grievance committee is indeed
a public entity and that it had violated the law on March 6 by not
allowing Christopher Grande to attend one of its meetings. Grande
had tin appeal pending before the grievance committee at the time.

Peettu, Nte,cont...
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G-8 agrees to promote Syrian peace talks

Wondering what to do
with your money?

Ronnie Lear

Michael D Burgdolf

Bucky Erwin
226-1885

Whitney Cope, Au.D.
Doctor ofAudiology
Dr. Cope completed her Doctor of Audiology degree
at the University of Louisville. She is originally from
Western Kentucky and is a graduate of Webster
County High School. Patients have come to know
her as an audiology extern with
Dr. Milliano since July 2012. Dr. Cope looks forward
to the opportunity to meet you and provide for
your hearing care needs for years to come.
Please join us in officially congratulating and
welcoming Dr. Cope to Audiology &
Hearing Center!

Call today for a 75-day risk-free trial! 888.457.7158

Shawn Hale

Barry E Newsome
270 753- 3422

When it comes to our homes, cars, vacations, and even the foods we eat.
we often aspire to something bigger and better. Your savings should be
no different
Woodmen of the World's Modified Endowment Life Insurance certificate,
the Enhancer, may be a better way to preserve your assets and help you
save for your future and the future of your loved ones.
•Your cash may accumulate faster than in a CD
•Tax-deferred gain until received
• Avoid the hassles of probate
•Tax-free death benefit if paid to named beneficiary
Call us today to find out if this could be your opportunity to set aside
money and save on income taxes.
Accumulation Universal Life Certificate ICCII 8307 5.11.8307 5-11 (XX)
Single Premium Whole Life Certificate 04-XX-0409
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NASA picks new astronauts,
four of them are women
By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL. Ha.
(AP) — NASA has eight new
astronauts — its first new batch
in four years.
Among the lucky candidates:
the first female fighter pilot to
become an astronaut in nearly
two decades. A female helicopter pilot also is in The group. In
fact, four of the eight are
women, the highest percentage
of female astronaut candidates
ever selected by NASA.
Monday's
announcement
came on the eve of'the 30th
anniversary of the launch of the
first American woman in space.
Sally Ride. She died last summer.
The eight — all in their 30s —
were chosen from more than 6.0(X)
applications received early last
year, the second largest number
ever received. They will report for
duty in August at Johnson Space
Center in Houston and join 49
astronauts currently at NASA.The
number has dwindled ever since
the space shuttles stopped flying in
2011.
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KENTUCKY STATE POLICE AWARD: Kentucky State Police Trooper Jason D. Young, center, a Murray native, received the KSP Driver Testing Branch Trooper of the Year Award from
KSP Commissioner Rodney Brewer. left, and Justice and Public Safety Cabinet Secretary J.
Michael Brown, right. on May 23 in Frankfort. A 19-year veteran of the agency, Young is a
1988 graduate of Calloway County High School. He is the son of Larry and Joy Young of
Murray.

Reputed Mafioso tip triggers new Hoffa body search
By COREY WILLIAMS
Associated Press
OAKLAND
TOWNSHIP,
Mich. (AP) — The FBI saw
enough merit in a reputed Mafia
cal tam's tip to once again break
out the, digging equipment to
search for the remains of former
Teamsters union leader Jimmy
Hoffa, last seen alive before a
lunch meeting with two mobsters nearly 40 years ago.
Tony Zerilli told his lawyer
that Hoffa was buried beneath a
concrete slab in a barn in a field
in suburban Detroit in 1975. The
barn no longer exists, and a full
day of digging Monday turned
up no sign of Hoffa. Federal
agents resumed the search
Tuesday morning.
Zerilli, 85, told Detroit television station WDIV in February
that he knew the location of the
remains, and his lawyer, David
Chasnick. said Zerilli was

"thrilled" that investigators were
from 1957-71, backyard pool two hours north
was
acting on the information.
an of the city in 2003.
"This has finally come to an .
acquaintance of
Andrew Artna. who was head
mobsters and
end. It has been an arduous projan adversary of of the FBI in Detroit until he
ect to get to this point,"
federal
offi- retired in 2012, said Zerilli
Vhasnick said. "Hoffa's body is
cials. The day "would have
somewhere in that field, no
been in a position
in 1975 when
doubt about it."
to
have
been
told"
where Ilona
he disappeared
Detroit FBI chief Robert
was
buried.
from a DetroitFoley made no mention of
Hotta
area restaurant.
Zerilli's claims, merely saying
"I still don't know if this was a
he was supinvestigators had obtained a
guess on his part. I don't know if
warrant to search the field in posed to be meeting with a New
he was actually brought here by
Oakland Township. 25 miles Jersey Teamsters boss and a
Detroit
Mafia
captain.
the
Detroit (mob, family."
north of Detroit.
Since then, multiple leads to Arena said. "It's his position as
Zerilli was convicted of
organized- crime and was in his remains have turned out to the reputed underboss. That's
prison when Hoffa disappeared. be red herrings.
In September. police took soil the significance." But he told New York TV stafrom
a suburban backyard after
Keith Corbett. a former federtion WNBC in January that he
a
tip
Hoffa had been buried al prosecutor in Detroit who was
was informed about Hoffa's
whereabouts after his release. there. It was just one of many active in Mafia prosecutions
Chasnick said he is "intimately fruitless searches. Previous tips
touching on the Hoffa case, said
involved" with people who led police to a horse farm northwest of Detroit in 2006. a it was appropriate for the FBI to
know where the body is buried.
Detroit home in 2004 and a
Hoffa. Teamsters president
act on Zerilli's assertions.

Thank You for Supporting the Award-Winning
CCHS Bass Fishing Team!
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Charles Leroy Eldridge
Charles Leroy Eldridge, 89, a familiar figure in the history of
Murray State University for more than four decades. died at home
on his farm near Murray at 4:55 p.m. Monday. June 17. 2013, with
his wife and children at his side.
Known for his people skills and his passion for
the value of higher education. Mr. Eldridge served
41 years on the campus as teacher, student
recruiter, and administrator before his retirement
in 1984. A die-hard Racer basketball fan, .he
remained active for several years after retirement
as an academic adviser for the basketball program.
Born Oct. 12, 1923. to Otis and Lonie Steele
Eldridge, he spent his early years on a farm at
Hamlin near Pine Bluff on the Tennessee River.
Eldridge
He enrolled at Murray State following graduation
from New Concord High School in 1941.
Mr. Eldridge married his high school sweetheart.
Kate Houston, on Oct. 24. 1943. It was a union
' that spanned almost 70 years.
••••••••••••••••••••••
aiwisassi
His college experience was interrupted by the
World War II years. While serving in the army. he
was seriously injured and had surgery that kept him hospitalized
several months before he was discharged in late 1944.
After military service, he completed his bachelor's degree at
Murray State and earned a master's degree at the University of
Kentucky.
His teaching areas for 13 years at Murray Training School on the
campus were agriculture. math and biology. He nilt only taught but
served as a mentor to his students and then maintained relationships
ith them through the ensuing years as he followed their career
paths.
As director of the student recruitment 0100 on the campus, he
carried the message of Murray State to thousands of high school
and junior college students in Kentucky and surrounding states for
several years. He retired as assistant dean of admissions in 1984
and in 1995 was presented a Golden Horseshoe Award by the MM'
Alumni Association in recognition of loyal and devoted service and
many contributions to his alma mateMr. Eldridge was active and outgoing in both professional and
personal life. He was elected president of four statewide organizations in the field of education and was a past president of the
Murray Rotary Club and a Paul Harris Fellow.
Always a leader in church activities, he served as'a teacher, deacon and elder for many years at the University. Church of Christ. In
more recent years, he was a member of the congregation at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
He and his beloved wife Kate shared the pleasure of watching
their, two children enjoy. notable success in their careers as pediatrician and teacher. He also took special delight in outdoor activities
such as camping and fishing with six grandchildren and sometimes
wrote poetry to them.
In addition to his wife Kate, stirs ivors include a son. Dr.('harks
Eldridge and wife. Nancy. of Andalusia. Ala.: a daughter, Deborah
Adams and husband. Ed. of Hendersonville, Tenn.; a sister. Lillie
Fuqua, of Murray: six grandchildren. Jonathan S. and Michael E.
Eldridge, Billy Bergfeld and wife. Kelly, Charles T. Eldridge and
wife. Megan.Paul Adams and wife. Emily, and Lauren Howard and
husband. Jared, and three great-grandchildren. Adalyn Grace
Adams. Ramsey Kate Bergfeld and Emma Kate Howard.
Besides his parents, Mr. Eldridge was preceded in death by two
sisters, Lurline Bucy and Tillie Geurin.
Funeral services will be held on Friday. June 21,2013, at 11 a.m.
at J.11. Churchill Funeral Home, with John Dale officiating.
Entombment will follow at the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held on Thursday. June 20.2013.from 5-8 p.m.
at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: The Charles Leroy and
Kate Eldridge Scholarship. Office of Development, 2(X) Heritage
Hall. Murray, KY 42071. Checks may be made payable to NISI'.
Foundation.
Online condolences may he made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- home.cont. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Thi.s is a paid obituary.
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Insurance Rates
Too High?
(dvE US A CALL.TODAY!
270.759:5151

SPONSORS
Bailey's Lawn Care & Dirt Service
Butterworth Farms
Circuit Clerk - Linda Avery
Coles & Sons Farms
Cooksey Plumbing
Country Chevrolet & Robert Lowe
FirstChoice Firearms
Fisherman's Headquarters
Flowers' Bakery
Froggy 103
Futrell Tire, Inc.
Garland Development
Jet-A-Marina
Kroger '
Martha's Restaurant

McBee Heating & Air
Melvin's Tire
Murray Anesthetics Group
Murray Bank
Murray Paving
Murray Supply
Pepsi
Phillips Custom Building
RC Cola
Starks Brothers Homes
State Farm Agent. Chad Cochran
Urology Associates
Vanover Construction
Warehouse Tire Service

BOAT CAPTAINS
Ray Barga
Tim Cooksey
Timmy Falwell
Brad Flowers
Todd Hollowell
Josh Lovett
Jason Phillips
Chris Proctor
Bill Robertson
Shawn Salyers
Danny York
Emergency Captains:
Frank Finley
. `•
Mike Wicker

GUEST
SPEAKERS
Ron Lapin
Walter Haney
Paul Rister
Pat Hahs
John David Morgan
Phil Hazle :
John Parks
Debbie Warner
Vicki Williams
Brandon Hunter
and members of
the MSU Bass
Fishing Team

The team members are especially grateful to Calloway County High School Administrators, Heath Walls, Chris King and Chip Gray,
and to the members ofthe School Board and Superintendent, Kennith Bargo.
.

Thank You!
CCHS Bass Fishing Team and the Livewell Booster Club
Putting the 'LAKE'in Lakers!
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Nathanial Alexander 'Alex' Bates
sci
krNtithanial Alexander "Alex- Bates. 20, of
New Concord, Ky., will be held at t p.m. Friday. June 21,-2013. at
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. with Jerry Fox officiating. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Friday. June 21, 2013. at the funeral home.
Mr. Bates died Saturday, June 15. 2013, at 2:58
am. at Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville,
Tenn.
He was born Dec. I. 1992. in Effingham. Ill. He
was a 2010 graduate of Calloway County High
School and was employed at Cherokee Hills as a
carpenter.
He was preceded in death by two brothers.Justin
Bates
Ray Eugene Bates and Weldon Patrick Bates.
He is sus-% iv ed by his mother. Loretta Lynn
(Brown) Bates. of New Concord: father, J.R. Bates, of New
Concord; sister. Finlike Rose Bates. of New Concord: grandmothers. Linda K. Brown. of Illinois. and Gladys I. Cunningham. of
Murray: and several aunts and uncles.
Pallbearers will be Colin Kirkland. Cody Kirkland. Austin Myers.
Dustin Davenport. Zack Brown. Alex McCauley and Hope
Bramlett.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkiuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

Samuel Leland `Doonie' Ellegood Jr.
Funeral services for Samuel Leland "Doonie- Ellegood Jr.. 78,of
the St. Denis community. will be held at 11 a.m. Thursday. June 20.
2013. at St. Denis Catholic Church. with the Rev. David Willett
officiating. Interment will follow in the St. Denis Cemetery.
Visitation will he held after 5 p.m. Wednesday. June 19. 2013. at
Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield. Prayers will be said at 7 p.m.
Mr. Ellegood died Monday. June 17. 2013, at 12:32 a.m. at the
Green Acres Healthcare Facility in Mayfield.
He was a member of St. Denis Catholic Church and retired from
the housekeeping department at the former Community Hospital
and Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield.
lie was preceded in death by his parents. Samuel Leland and
Mary Hayden Ellegood Sr.: one son.Timothy Ellegood: two daughters. Mary Ellegood and Margaret Ellegood; three brothers: two sisters: one granddaughter; and one great-grandson.
'
He is survived by his wife of60 years. Frances Hayden Ellegood:
seven daughters. Suzette Potts. of St. Denis. Deborah Seavers, of
May
Hutchins. of Wingo, Connie Ballev...*of Mayfield.
Sharon Langston. of Mayfield. Elaine Black, of Farmington, and
Lisa Brewer. of Mayfield; two sons. Joseph Samuel Ellegood, of
Fancy Farm. and Gary Ellegood, of Mayfield: two brothers. Troy
Ellegood. of Arlington. and Ed Ellegood. of Las Vegas. Nev.; five
sisters. Margie Tarr. of Mayfield, Frances Sanderson. of Murray,
Louise Wyatt. of Murrity. Catherine Gibson.of Clinton, and Louise
Tharp. of Murray: 22 grandchildren; 31 great-grandchildren: and 3
great-great-grandchildren.
Arrangements are being handled by Brown Funeral Home.

Delpha Lane Rhoades
Funeral sers ices for Delpha Lane Rhoades. 87, of Murray. Ky..
will he held at II am. Thursday. June 20. 2013. at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home, with the Rev. David Allbritten and the Rev. Mark
Earheart officiating. Burial will follow in the Hematite Cemetery in
Land Between the Lakes. Visitation will be held Wednesday. June
19. 2013.from 5-9 p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Rhoades died Saturday. June" IN. 2013. at Spring Creek
Health Care in Murray.
She was born July 12. 1925. in Lyon County to the late Barnel
Preston and Nida Bonner Lane. She was a homemaker and was a
member of the Goshen United Methodist Church, the Friendship
Sunday school class, and the United Methodist Women.
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in death by her husband. James Ray Rhoades; son-in-law. Teddy Potts; and brothers.
Frank. How ard and Sam Lane.
Mrs. Rhoades is survived by three daughters. Ruth: Potts, of
Murray. Mary Line Key and husband. Stan. of Lexington, and
Diane Patterson and husband. Harry. of Murray; sister. Lorene
Cassity. of Benton; brother. Malcolm Lane and wife. Jane>, of
Ktittaw a; tour grandchildren. Susan Potts Binford and husband.
Rob,of Collier'. ille, Tenn.. Ryan Key and wife. Amy.of Lexington.
Neil Key.of New York. N.Y.. and Jordan Patterson. of Murray: two
great-grandchildren: and several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Hematite Cemetery
Fund do Donald Lane,3993 Mayfield Hwy.. Benton, KY 42025; or
Goshen United Methodist Church Building Fund.4726 St. Rt. 121
N.. Murray. KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Grace L Tucker
ODA)

Grace E.Tucker,98.of Murray. Ky..died Tuesday.June 18. 2013.
at her home.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Funeral set-% ices for Allen Wayne Paschall, 50. of Murray, Ky.,
will be held at 2 p.m. on Wednesday. June 19. 2013, at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. with Carl Butler officiating. Burial will
follow in the. Sinking Springs Cemetery. Visitation will be held
from 5-9 p.m. Tuesday. June IX. 2013. at the funeral home.
Mr. Paschall died Friday. June 14, 2013.
He was born in Murray on Oct. 25, 1962. He was a self-employed
plumber and farmer and was a member of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his father. Bobby Paschall: sister.
Rhonda Paschall: maternal grandparents. J.D. and Mabel Outland:
and paternal grandparents. Alton and Velma Paschall.
He is survived by his wife. 1.inda Paschall. of Murray, to whom
he was married on May 26. 2012: his mother. Pam Jones. and stepfather. Wayne Jones. of Murray; one stepdaughter, Linda K.
Guerrin. of Murray: one stepson. Michael Higgins, of Almo: three
stepsisters, Betty Tucker. of Murray.'Fammy Hicks and husband.
Brad,of Murray.and Teresa Joyce and husband.Charles,of Benton:
and two stepbrothers. Keith Jones and wife. Cameron. of Murray.
and Kenneth Jones and w de.Theresa. of Benton.
Online condolences may be made at w w.thejhchurchillfuneral.home. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

James Ronald Bethow
James Ronald Berhow. 82, of Mayfield. Ky.. died Monday. June
17. 2013. at the Heritage Manor Healthcare Facility in Mayfield.
He was a retired self-employed carpenter. an Elder at the First
Christian Church in May field. an Army % eteran.and a former Scout
Master of Troop #31.
Mr. Berhow was preceded in death by his parents, Walter E. and
Mable Olson Berhow: four brothers; and four sisters.
He is stir% i%ed by his wife of 57 years. Patricia
...`•••=r.
Thompson Berhow:four sons.James Eric Berhow.
of Hazel. Brian Thtimpson Berhow, of Franklin.
Tenn.. Russell Edward Berhow. of Payson. Utah, and Matthew
Christian Berhow, of Mayfield: one brother. Richard Berhow. of
Vancouver. Wash.: one sister. Francis Romsey. of Story City:. Iowa:
ten grandchildren; and one great-grandchild.
A memorial ser% ice will be held at 11 a.m. Saturday. June 22.
2013. at the First Christian Church in Mayfield. with the Rev.
Randy Cook officiating.
Visitation will he held from 9-11 a.m. Saturday. June 22. 2013. at
the church.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to the Mayfield-Graves
County Animal Shelter or to the First Christian Church in May field.
Arrangements are being handled by Byrn Funeral Home.

Peggy Bramlett Castleman
Peggy Bramlett Castleman. 75. of Paris. Tenn.. died Tuesday.
June 18. 2013. at her home.
She was born Sept. 26. 1937. in Hazel, Ky.,to the late Porter and
Marie Patterson Bramlett. She was a former employee of Holley
Carburetor
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in
death by a step-son. Tony Castleman; and two
brothers. Porter Bramlett Jr. and Jimmy Bramlett.
She is survived by her husband. Kenneth
Castleman, of Paris, to whom she was married
July 6. 1972; two daughters. Cynthia "CindyHendrix, of Memphis. Tenn., and Vickie Collins
Wimberly, of Hardin; step-son, Randy Castleman
and wife. Belinda. of Huntington.Tenn.: three sisters. Patsy Bramlett. of Hazel. Katherine Phelps.
Castleman of Jackson,Tenn.. and Sandra Boutwell,of Hazel:
two grandchildren. Gena Hendrix and Melissa
Wimberly: four step-grandchildren. Josh Castleman, John
Castleman. Nicholas Castleman and Julie Castleman; two greatgrandchildren: six step-great-grandchildren: and a cousin.
A celebration of life will be held Saturday. June 22. 2013. at 1
p.m. at McEvoy Funeral Home. with James Pinnell of Gleason
Cumberland Presbyterian Church officiating.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Caris Healthcare.5120
Telecom Drive. Suite B. Milan,TN 38358;or Gleason Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, 171 Smyth Road, Gleason,TN 38229.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
www.nicevoyfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled
by McEvoy Funeral Home Inc.

Republican-led House passes
far-reaching anti-abortion bill

By JIM ABRAMS
social conservatives who have
Associated Press
generally seen their priorities
WASHINGTON (API - The overshadowed by economic and
Republican-led
House
on budgetary
issues
since
Tuesday passed a far-reaching Republicans recaptured the
anti-abonion bill that conserv a- House in 2010.
fives saw as a milestone in their
Penny Nance, president of
40-year campaign against legal- Concerned Women for America.
ized abortion and Democrats called it "the most important procondemned as yet another exam- life bill to be considered by the
ple of the GOP war on women.
U.S. Congress in the last 10
The legislation, sparked by the years."
murder conviction
of a
Marjorie Dannenfeiser. presiPhiladelphia late-term abortion dent of the Susan B. Anthony
Hazel Furgerson
Hazel Furgerson,84.iii Murray. .. died Tuesday.June 11. 2013. pro% ider. would restrict almost List - a group that seekl to elimall abortions to the first 20 weeks inate abortion - said the legislaat her home.
She was born Dec. 20. 1928. ID Murray to the late Hall and Mary Mier conception. defying laws in tion differed significantly from
Lee Thomas Fitxxl. She was a homemaker and a member of the most states that allow abortions past abortion measures in that it
First United Methodist Church of Murray. She was a 1948 graduate up to when the fetus becomes restricts, rather than merely conviable, usually considered to be trols, the abortion procedure.
of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science.
Democrats chided Republicans
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in death ikv her hus- around 24 weeks.
It mirrors 20-week abortion for taking up a dead-end abortion
band.
Furgerson; brother. Dr. Oliver Hood: and
ban laws passed by some states, bill when Congress is doing little
grandson. Sean Thomas.
She is survived by two daughters, Leslie Kemp and husband. Hal. and lays further groundwork for to promote jobs and economic
of Murray. and Georgie Peterson and husband. Pete. of Puryear. the ongoing legal battle that growth. Democratic leader
Tenn.: son. Wes Furgerson and wife. Jennifer. of Houston. Texas; abortion foes hope will eventual- Nancy Pelosi called it "yet
sister. Martha Sisterhen. of Memphis. Tenn.: brother. Dr. Richard ly result in forcing the Supreme another Republican attempt to
",Dick- Hood and wife. Delores. of Texas: four grandchildren. Jeff Court to reconsider the 1973 endanger women. It is disreThomas and wife. Meredith. of England, Drew Furgerson and wife. Supreme Court decision. Roe v. spectful to women. It is unsafe
for families and it is unconstituCarley. of Houston. Texas. Will Kemp and wife. Reigh. of Wade. that made abortion legal.
It passed 228-196. with 6 tional."
Lexington. and Meagan Furgerson.of Austin.Texas; and one greatDemocrats voting for it and 6
Democrats also said the decigrandchild.
sion by GOP leaders to appease
A memorial ser% ice will be held at 1 p.m. Friday. June 21. 2013. Republicans voting against it.
In the short term, the bill will their restless base with the aborat J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, with the Re'.. Gary Vacca officiatgo nowhere. The Democratic- tion vote could backfire on
ing. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be held Friday. June 21. 2013. from 11:30 a.m. to controlled Senate will ignore it Republican efforts to improve
and the White House says the their standing among women.
1 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: First United Methodist president would veto it if it ever.
"They are going down the
Church, 503 Maple St.. Murray. KY 42071: or Murray State reached his desk. The White same road that helped women
University Athletics Department. 217 Stewart Stadium. Murray. House said the measure was "an elect Barack Obama president of
KY 42071.
assault on a woman's right to the United States." said Eleanor
Online condolences ma.x be made at '.5w'.'.lhethchurchillitineral- choose" and "a direct challenge Holmes Norton. the District of
home.com. Arrangements are being handled by JAL Churchill to Roe . Wade."
Columbia's delegate to the
Funeral Home.
But it was a banner day for House.
•
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MSU scholarship
created in memory
of Paul McNeary
Special to the Ledger
To honor the memory of the
late Dr. Paul McNeary. a former
associate professor of industrial
education at Murray State
University, his wife. Sue
McNeary. two daughters. Sarah
McNeary
Elizabeth
Cunningham and Kathryn Marie
McNeary Kusch. and friends
created the Paul R. McNeary
Career and Technical Education
Scholarship to support new
teachers and students of indus-

w cal
Sunnite' is here. too hot
tasonte wart - right'Not so,the wart is a
ward, .
1,1',1111.2 .1,4.7sNir, to hate In
They come m
man patterns. shape,
The otersize rectangle can he used
wrap Or a basic look.drap: it around sour neck
leasing one side tw ics J5 long then wrap the
longer side around F.,1' the -pull through
Lilco-. told the wart in halt. drape it around
your neck and slide tlie litow end through the
loop
The small square looks great w ith bnghtly colored Mouse For an option that is ehic
and smart tie the two opposite .:0111.71, 1111., a
tight knot at your collarbone Another w ay is
to told the matenal diagonallt. roll it up. and
wrap it mite around your wrist as a bracelet
The large square can be your new statement
necklace Fold it in halt diagonally then twist
the ends once or twice before knotting it at the
nape it your neck The more ton twist, the
thinner and more delicate your necklace
becomes
The skinnt rectangle is tun %land breezy
top. The simplest wart is hest lett unadorned
with only a ten twist and bolds Drape it
around your neck or told it tertically into a
headwart with a knot at the back.
Ty mg a scarf im the handle .11 your handbag
IN a great wat to bring in color and Accent your
outfit. Scartes are also wondertul to use as a
belt
HOW about some red, white or blue shorts or
capris br the 4th itt Juts celebration.'Striped
rimy or red tops make a patriotic statement.
and shorts and capris are 2.5'4 oil.
Congratuations to Jennifer Cornelison who
won this weeks giteaway Be sure to like and
share us on facebook or come register in the
store to he cligibk each week
Need to lose 2 to 4 Males oit your waist and
tummy to get into that special dress'We hate
the s.1111110n br ssiu Squeam Miracle Vest
undergarment does exacilt that. Come in and
let us show you the miracle rut losing your-1
waist
SUs tuned to next weeks tun and fashion
report

#
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305 South 121h • Murray, KY • 753-7441
www.dkkelley.com

trial education at Murray State.
"Paul was very dedicated to
Murra State and passionate
about ucation. He devoted his
skijjiand knowledge to help
students fulfill their educational
endeavors, especially students
who needed more assistance,"
Sue said."We created this scholarship in order to remember his
devotion and passion for the
university and make sure his
commitment to future students
continues on."
The McNeary family donated
$20,000 to the Murray State
University Foundation to establish an endowment that gives
full-time students majoring in
career technical education/engineering technology education
(CTE-ETE) the opportunity to
apply fora scholarship beginning Fall 2014. Additional
requirements in order to be considered for the scholarship
include being an upper-level
student with a minimum GPA of
2.75 on a 4.0 scale.
Dr. Robert Lyons, chair of the
college of education's department of educational studies,
leadership and counseling, said
McNeary's work was always
about students. "As evidenced
by reference after reference to
him by those that were his students,they tell me how he cared,
how he was patient and how his
work with them transformed
their lives. It made them into
teachers that now do the same
for their students. As a colleague. I saw how he focused on
his students and worked tirelessly to help them. His teaching
was truly service to others and
he is a role model for teacher
educators in all disciplines."
Dr. Danny Claiborne, current
chair of the department of industrial and engineering technology. said McNeary was a role
model as both a teacher and
administrator. "His top priority
was to make sure students
received the best education possible. He was also a mentor to
young faculty. He coached me
in all areas of my teaching and
helped me to understand the
responsibilities of an administrator. As I followed in his footsteps as department chair, I used
his philosophy to keep the education of our students as the pri-

•See Page 7A
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Antique auto club to meet
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NAMI to meet Thursday

MHS class of'83 to hold reunion

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Haley
Bob and Loretta Haley, of Gallatin. Tenn.. formerly of the
Farmington and Coldwater communities, will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary Wednesday. June 19,2013.
Mr. and Mrs. Haley were married on that date in 1963 at the
Coldwater Church of Christ, with John Hoover officiating. Their
attendants were Dickie Flemming and Loretta Wilson.
Mr. Haley spent his career working at Ryan Milk Company and
was the owner of Haley Professional Real Estate and Appraising. He
also served Church of Christ churches in Bethel, Bell City,
Coldwater, New Concord and Hazel, Ky.. and in Springville, Tenn.
He conducted mission work in Trinidad and Tobago in the
Caribbean and in Nigeria, Africa. He is currently the pulpit minister
at the Laguardo Church of Christ.
Mrs. Haley worked for the Kentucky Department of Libraries,
North Elementary School in Calloway County, and Murray State
University.
They are the parents of Angela Haley Lewis and husband, Keith:
Jason Haley and wife. Tania. and Beth Haley, all of the Nashville
area. They are the grandparents of Haley and Julia Lewis and Emma
and Emerson Haley.
No formal celebration is planned at this time. Cards may be
mailed to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Haley, 127 Star CL Gallatin.TN 37066.

The Murray High School class of' 1983 will hold its 30-year
reunion Friday. June 21, and Satuiday. June 22. at the Murray
Country' Club. Friday's events include a golf outing at noon, free
swimming from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and dinner at The Big Apple at
6:30 p.m. Saturday's events include a reunion at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club. Dress is casual. For more information, visit
the Murray High School Class of '83 Facebook page or call (270)
753-4751.

Stroke/head injury support group to meet
The Strokellead Injury Support Group will meet Thursday. June
20. at 5:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. Dr. Gordon
Loberger. AAA and AARP Trained & Certified Safe Driving
Instructor, will present a program titled "Driving Safety for Senior
Citizens.- For more information contact Cheryl Crouch at (270)
762-1557 or cherylscrouchki)yahoo.com.

FDNB to hold Civil War Roundtable
Fort Donelson National Battlefield will hold a Civil War
Roundtable Thursday, June 20, at 7 p.th. at the Stewart County
Visitors Center in Dover, Tenn. Ruth McAllister, granddaughter of
Confederate soldier Sam Watkins, will be the speaker. McAllister
has produced a new edition of Watkins's memoirs, which were used
for the PBS Ken Burns special, -The Civil War." The public is
invited to attend.

Senior food pick-up day to be held
Senior food pick-up day will be Thursday, June 20, from 10:30
a.m. to 12 p.m. at Need Line, 638 S. 4th St., Murray. For more
information call 753-6333.

'Fun with Metals'to be offered

Ragovin receives degree
Special to the Ledger
MADISON. NJ. - Rachel
Ragovin, of Murray, received a
Bachelor of Arts degree from
Drew University on Saturday.
May 18. 2013. at the university's 145th commencement.
University president Vivian A.
Bull presided over the ceremony, and Shakespeare scholar
Frank Occhiogrosso delivered
the keynote address.
Founded in 1867. Drew is a

selective, independent,coeducational university with a total
enrollment of more than 2,300
students in its Collegg of Liberal
Arts, Caspersen School of
and
Graduate
Studies
Theological School. Widely recognized for academic excellence and its tight-knit. diverse
community. Drew is routinely
listed among the nation's top
colleges by the Princeton
Review.

$25
Door Prize
Weekly!

Home & Garden Decor • Wreaths• Furniture•Metal fora.ung

25% Off Everything!
excluding letters

New Shipment of Metal Coming This Week!
Stop by & Check Us Out!
its)lb •1.
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Knit-wits will meet

The Murray NAMI (National Alliance on Mental Illness) Family
Support Group will meet Thursday.'June 20, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Educational Services building of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital,on the corner of Eighth and Elm streets. The program will
be "Living with Schizophrenia." The guest speaker will share her
experience living with the illness. The support group is for the family and friends of someone diagnosed with a mental illness. For
more information, call(270)748-6133.

'Vs So Rxal
rt1
(

The Twin Lakes Region chapter of the
Antique Automobile Club of America will hold
its monthly dinner meeting at the Majestic
Steak House in Draffenville Thursday,June 20.
at 6 p.m. The club is open to anyone with an
interest in antique vehicles, and visitors are
always welcome. For more information contact
Terry Ridgley at 753-1829 or Howard Brandon
at 753-4389.

The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday
at 1 p.m. in the Community Room of the
Calloway County Public Library. Knitters of all levels are welcome
For more information call Dot at 753-4803.

UPGRADE YOUR LIFE!

Southside Shopping Center
615 South 12th St., Suite F & G

;

Artist Shannon Duffy will offer a "Fun with Metals" workshop at
the Murray Art Guild. Participants will learn basic metalsmithing
techniques of cutting.forming and joining while creating their own
unique piece. The workshop is designed for ages 10 and up and
will meet June 24-28 from 1-3 p.m. To register contact the Murray
Art Guild at murrayartguild@murray-ky or 753-4059.

Class to hold planning session, reunion
The Calloway County High School Class of '73 will hold a
reunion Saturday. Sept. 28, at 5 p.m. at the home of Gale Broach
Cornelison. 278 Morgan Drive, Murray. A planning session will be
held Saturday, June 22, at II a.m. at Tom's Grill in Murray. All
interested class members are invited to attend the meeting and to
share any available classmate contact information.

Woodmen dance to be held
The Just Breakin' Even Band will provide music for line dancing.
couples dancing and rhythm dancing every Thursday night at the
Woodmen of the World Building,330 CC Lowry Drive, in Murray.
The public is invited to attend.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous,a 12-step recovery' group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For more
information call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at (270) 6238850.

Fun ride set for Thursdays

Hours:Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Mon 10:00w-500es,

•

GearUp Cycles, 104 N. 15th St., Murray, will .hold a 90-minute
fun ride each Thursday around Murray and Calloway County
beginning at 5:30 p.m. Participants will then meet up at Mugsy's
restaurant, Murray,for a post-ride hangout. The public is invited.

Reformers',Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program. meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride.
call the church office at 753-1834.

'With trade in of your old furniture

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The Hazel Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of the
cemetery. Persons owning lots or with family buried in Hazel are
asked to contribute. Donations may be sent to Patsy Bramlett, P.O.
Box 8, Hazel, KY 42049.

Blowout Event!
June 22nd - 29th
Watch for our ad in Saturday's paper.
12
months
• same
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ECA accepting students

Vacation Bible School

Eastwood Christian Academy is now enrolling students in all
grades for the 2013-2014 school year. For more information call
(270) 753-7744 or visit www.ecamurray.org. The enrollment deadline is Aug. 20,2013.

,it
Grace Baptist Church
(,17 S. 9th

St. • Muri,)\

FLIPPENS

Saturday, June 22
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

13395 Hwy.641 N.•731-498-8161

Bible Stories — Crafts — Musk. — Snacks
Games & More

Just North of Pnryear,Tn •Just South of Hazel, KY
Mon -Sat. 8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

Ages: thru 6th Grade
For more information call: 753-7599
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Peached &Produce
NEW LOCATION...
In front of Lowe's and across
from MSU Baseball Field.
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Raj receives Honors
Day awards at Murray
State University

_wnriluersary

edger.com

A

Special to the Ledger
Rebecca Raj, of Murray, was
honored for her achievements
during the May 2013 Honors
Day ceremony at Murray State
University.
Raj, a pre-med/biology major,
received the Lee Clark College
Academic Achievement Award
and the Honors Medallion.
She is the daughter of Victor
and Bella Raj.
Established in 1922. Murray
State University has become
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known through the years as a
student-centered
university
where the emphasis is on academic excellence. Murray State
is consistently ranked by U.S.
News & World Report as one of
the top public universities in the
nation for its quality and affordability in education. In addition.
Forbes ranks the university as
one of its top "Best Buy
Colleges." Murray
State
University has an enrollment of
10,832 students.
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Tommy and Peggy Carraway. of Murray. will celebrate their 52nd
wedding inniversary Monday. June 24.2013.
Their wedding w as the second one performed in the First
Nlethodist Church on Maple Street in Murray. The ceremony was
hekl June 24.1961,s ith Dr. Walter E. Mischke and the Rex. Gerald
Tabers officiating. Their w imesses were Sandra Fair Wyatt and Billy.
Frank Rougemont.
Mr. Carraw ay is the co-ow net of Williams Radiator and Glass Co.
He is the son of the late Tellus Whig) Carraway and Lena Sue
Valentine Carraw ay.
Mrs. Carraw ay is retired from J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. She
is the daughter of the late John L. Williams and Abbie Tabers
Williams.
They are the parents of one daughter. Karen L. Carraway, of
Brentwood. Tenn. Their granddaughter is Elizabeth Grace Shubert.
of Fairview. Tenn.
A family celebration is planned at Pani's 1880s Restaurant.

Photo provided
Rebecca Raj, recipient of the Lee Clark College Academic
Achievement Award, is pictured with Lee Clark College head,
Dr Bert Siebold

High-quality
heart care.

Special to the Ledger
DANVILLE, Ky. - Local students have been named to the
w inter/spring dean's list at
Centre College. an honor
reserved for students who maintain at least a 3.6() grade point
average.
Cammie Jo Bolin is the daughter of Evelyn and James Bolin of
Murray and is a graduate of
Murray High School.
Emily Denham is the daughter
of John and Lori Denham of
Murray and is a graduate of
Murray High School.
Centre College. founded in
1819, is a nationally ranked liberal arts college in Danville. Ky.
Centre hosted its second Vice
Presidential Debate on Oct. II.
2012, and remains the smallest
college in the smallest town ever
to host a general election debate.

Close to home.
At Lourdes, we believe that quality
is as important as convenience
when it comes to heart care.
Board-certified interventional
cardiologist Ralph Milsaps, M.D.,
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray, is
located in the heart of town, and
offers in-office care for cardiac
stress testing, echocardiograms,
bolter monitoring and more.

Ralph Mesaps M
Irgeoenbont
CarOrokkg41

Deed Talley MD
Card,o4osa.

,
lesOkkurkeMD
CalonoracK Surgeon

Mark oebeey

Plus, as part of the Lourdes
network, Dr. Milsaps works
directly with the hospital's
cardiac team to ensure patients
have access to cardiac MR1
and CT, angioplasty and stent
placement, cardiac surgery
and a 24-hour Accredited Chest
Pain Center.

of

To schedule an appointment with Dr. Milsaps,
please call 1-855-490-4707.
-4
NO REFERRAL NEEDED, MAKE YOUR

OWN

ERCA'
:,rdteic4p,. Murray

APPOINTMENT

•McNeary
From Page 6A
mary function of why we eSist
Claiborne said. "Paul was a true
friend, mentor, leader and
exemplary educator."
McNeary began his education
at Northern State College.
receiving a B.A. in industrial
arts and political science and an
M.S. in industrial education. For
a feu years. McNear, and his
wife lived in places such as
Sydney. Australia. and Jakarta.
Indonesia. w here he taught
industrial arts classes to high
school students at the Picnic
Point High School and the Joint
Embassy. School.
In 1976. the McNearys moved
to Stillwater. Okla., where he
taught in the school of occupational and adult education at
Oklahoma State University. In
1978, he completed his Ed.D. in
vocational-technical and career
education at Oklahoma State
and moved to Murray where he
served as a faculty member for
industrial education at Murray
State University for 28 years.
During his time at MSU, he
served as a field-based teacher
education and curriculum specialist for the Bureau of
Vocational.- Education. From
1984-89, McNeary took time
off from Murray State in order
to teach at an international
school in Saudi Arabia and work
for the U.S. Department of
Labor.
Amy Cathey, CTE occupational field based teacher educator coordinator in the MS11 college of education, first worked
with Paul as a student and now
continues a role he had at the
university."I had the pleasure of
working for and with Paul during my time at MSU as his first
master's level CTE student. I
am now very honored to be a
part of the CTE program and
continue many of the roles he
established." Cathey. noted.
"Many of the teachers I work
with in the field still talk about
Paul. He made a huge impact on
the vocational education program as well as the teachers lie
served. Paul held a great love
and respect for the program he
had built, his students and especially his family."
In addition to their daughters.
Paul and Sue's family'includes a
grandson. Asher Cunningham.
and two granddaughters, Eden
Rachael Cunningham and. Lily
Sophia Kusch.
For more information about
the scholarship. contact Melanie
Brooks in the MSU office of
development at (270)809-3026.
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SOFTBALL FOR A CAUSE: Murray-Calloway County Hospital was a sponsor for a breast
cancer awareness tie-in event with the crosstown softball game between Calloway County and
Murray High Tuesday, April 30, 2013. Pictured with Lisa Moss, Director of' Medical Surgical
Services at MCCH, are members of the CCHS and MHS teams. The event originated in 2010
and brings awareness to breast cancer while raising funds for the American Cancer Society.

MCCH scores high on Surgical Project
Photo by Kyser Lough

Murray-Calloway County Hospita

MCCH HAZ-MAT TRAINING: A "Training the trainer" hazardous materials response exer
cise was held for all Region 1 hospitals Tuesday, May 14. 2013 at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Participants from MCCH, Parkway Regional Hospital, Jackson Purchase Medical
Center. Baptist Health Paducah and Marshall County Hospital learned how to train their staff
to deal with a hazardous materials response.

MCCH,ACS team up for CPS-3 study
Special to The Ledger
County
Murray -Calloway
Hospital and the American Cancer
Society are teaming up to bring the
national Cancer Prevention Study-3
(CPS-3) to the West KY region on
Sept. 19-21.
This study will help researchers
better understand the lifestyle, environmental. and genetic factors that
cause or prevent cancer. Eligible
participants can go online to
www.cps3murrayhospital.org to
schedule and secure a date and time
to enroll.
At that time, the participant must
complete a comprehensive health
history survey. Them at their sched-

uled appointment,they will till our a yourself with the tools and knowlquality control information form, edge you'll need.
June 27
have their waist measured and have
Center for Health & Wellness: 8
a small blood sample drawn by a
am-9 am or 5:30 pm-6:30 pm.
phlebotomist.
July 18
The study is open to anyone who:
Conference call training: II am • Is willing to make a long-term
noon.
commitment to the study.
Call ahead of time to register to be
•15 between 30 and 65 years old.
• Has never been diagnosed with part of this phone training at 1-270cancer(not including basal or squa- 144 0384 or 1-800-227-2345.
For more information,contact
mous cell skin cancer).
Ross,
Health
Champions are needed to share Melissa
the news on how those eligible to be Promotions Coordinator at
part of this unique cancer study can 270.762.1832 or to enroll in the
join and help save lives and create a Cancer Prevention Study. go
world with more birthdays. JOitills"onlItie to www.cps3murrayhdsin a champion training to prepare
pitaLorg.

HCMC offers Men's Health Seminar
Special to The Ledger
PARIS, Tenn. — In recognition of Men's Health Month, Dr. Joe
Mobley. Ill. Urology, will be presenting a Men's Health Seminar sponsored by American Medical Systems. Inc. to discuss treatment options
for issues, men face. The event will be June 27 in HCMC Classrooms
2 & 3.
Beginning at 6 p.m., Henry County Medical Center will offer a cookout to the men in attendance as well as a chance at a summer pack
which includes a portable grill,thermal tote,and two HCMC tumblers.
At 6:30 p.m.. Dr. Mobley will discuss treatment options for such Men's
Health Issues as: Erectile Dysfunction; Male Stress Urinary
Incontinence: Symptoms and Side Effects of Low Testosterone
To RSVP,call 731-644-3463 or call 1-877-433-2873. Space is limited so please call today. Your spouse or partner is welcome to attend
the event.

Medicaid
Medicare
and
launched a program called the
Murray Calloway County
Surgical Care Improvement
Hospital recently scored an
Project. The purpose of the
average of99% on quality measproject was to help lower a
ures within the surgery departpatient's risk for problems after
ment as a part of the Surgical
their surgery. This is a compreCare Improvement Project.
hensive undertaking by the surQuality measures are tools that
gical care team, which includes
help measure or quantify healththe
surgeon.
anesthesia
care
processes. outcomes,
providers, and nurses both
patient perceptions, and organibefore and after the operation.
zational structure and/or sys"We are excited about these
tems that are associated with the
scores
because they represent a
ability to provide high-quality
work by every memlot
of
hard
health care and/or that relate to
ber
of
the
team to achieve the
one or more quality goals for
best
possible
surgical outhealth care. These goals include:
comes,"
said
Dr.
David
Koelsch,
effective, safe, efficient, patientcentered, equitable, and timely Fellow of the American College
of Surgery. and chief of surgery
care.
The latest scores represent a at MCCH.
The quality measures are
gradual improvement from two
years ago. when measures were designed to reduce the risks of
put in place to focus on quality infections, blood clots and heart
improvement. The American attacks in and around the time of
College of Surgery in conjunc- the operation. It MOnitors die
'tion wit% the American Hospital antibiotirSeteetiffit 1#11d-T1011, MX'
Association and the Centers for of treatnisau,surgical site prepsSpecial to The Ledger

ration, and medications administered to reduce the risk of blood
clots and heart attacks.
Per Dr. Koelsch, "Achieving
near perfect scores is a great
accomplishment, but we think
we can achieve perfect scores in
the next year making us the
highest ranked hospital in
Kentucky. We know we are
treating our family, friends and
neighbors at MCCH, and it is
why there is no reason they
should have to travel elsewhere
to receive their surgical care."
The 99% quality measure is
based on the monitoring of nine
different
Surgical
Care
Improvement Project (SCIP)
guidelines.
For more information about
surgical services at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, visit
the website at "http://www.murrayhospital.org" www.murrayhospital.org
or call the
Marketing Dept. at 270-7621381.

"Were helping our

communIty
with H UI UIT1 y r 1VaS1VE)

surgical
techniques,"

Lourdes claims gold in Aster Awards
Special to The Ledger
PADUCAH,Ky.. Lourdes has been selected as a Gold Award winner in
the Aster Awards,TV/Video Advertising Series category. Lourdes television commercials called."A Sacred Mission of Healing," features 100 of
its associates carrying out Lourdes mission, which is extending the healing
ministry of Jesus.
"Lourdes' nurses, physicians, and employees live and breathe our mission every day," says David Simmons, director of Marketing and
Communications at Lourdes. "Our goal was to simply capture and communicate this effectively. The Aster Gold Award validates our effort, and
we are very proud of it."

We speciain in you with Surgical Services

For nearly three generations.
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee.

,rrofie 4!AWN 140..1

"When experience counts,
count on our lifetimes of experience"

(.11,1l',1t.i To Warn 1/10011
about surgical services at Murray-Canoway County Mospitai. cail 270.7524210 Of visit
***.Murraymospital,org.
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MURRAY STATE BASKF T BALL

Mayes reflects on hot night in Puerto Rico
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Dec. 25, 1997.
DT. Mayes gave Nolan
Richardson coal for Christmas.
• After falling to Robert
Tractor Traylor and Michigan
in the opening game of the
Puerto Rico Holiday Classic
Christmas Eve, Mayes and the
Racers were given No. 12
ranked Arkansas as a consolation prize.
Richardson's club had fallen
to Division II American-Puerto
Rico the night before, so the
Racer contingency was expecting a salty group tri Razorbacks.
"You get your butt, handed to
you. and the next day you get
the best team in the tournament
in Arkansas," Murray State play by-play man Neal Bradley said.
"They had just lost the day
before too. so I'm thinking they
are going to be out for blood. I
remember thinking that we
could get annihilated if we play
like we did against Michigan."
RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times
Mayes remembers former
Former Murray State star D.T. Mayes works with campers Racer head coach
Mark
during a drill last week at Steve Prohm's first youth bas- Gottfried's comments before the
ketball camp of the summer.
game.and his sentiments echoed

Bradley's.
"(Gottfried) said that he telt
like we were getting thrown to
the wolves." Mayes recalled.
"We knew we were a good team
though. and we had a reality
check with Michigan."
Mayes also called the
Michigan game a "wake-up
call", but Richardson would
have just assumed Mayes stay
asleep.
The senior guard scored 42
points and grabbed 10 rebounds,
pacing the Racers to a 94-83 victory over the Razorbacks.
Mayes scored 21 points and had
five retvounds in each half, and
finished 5 for 7 front 3-point
range.
"It was probably one of the
best shooting exhibitions kr
e‘er seen." long-time Murray
State athletic trainer Eric
Frederick said. "Just pure shooting? Probably the best since Etc
been here for an entire-Tame."
'Me way Mayes' was able to
spread out his production had
himself.
many. including
shocked tt hen he saw the final
point total. which ties for third
all-time in Murray State history
for a single game.

"We played well and we
played together," Mayes said. "I
got on a hot streak and the guy
just kept giving me the ball. But
collegiately, that's the hottest
I've ever been.especially against
a formidable opponent like
Arkansas. I really didn't know I
had that many points until it was
titer.
"We had some fun that
night."
Richardson's recollection of
Mayes' performance most likely
falls somewhere far away from
"fun". however.
"Nolan Richardson called
three
timeouts,"
Bradley
recalled. "He would put someone else on( Mayes).and then he
would scream at his team. In
Puerto Rico, at this particular
tournament, you sit about 1()
rows,on a little table, behind the
coaches. So I could hear everything Richardson said and see
everything he did.
"On the third unicorn.
Richardson just looks at the end
of his bench, then the other end
of his bench. He puts one hand
on his head and he just nibs his
forehead and is just shaking it.
He shrugs and just looks .track

out there. By that, he was saying, "I don't have an answer for
(Mayes). I don't know what to
do."
And Mayes received high
praise from Richardson following the game.
"Mayes is better than anybody we've got," Richardson
told reporters.
Mayes didn't play high
school basketball, and came to
Murray State on a roll of the
dice from Gottfried, who wasn't
able to see Mayes play in person
during his junior-college days.
Gottfried called Mayes'
coach,so the story goes. needing
to know if Mayes could come in
and get the Racers 13 points per
game. That junior-college coach
sold Gottfried over the phone.
The coach told Gottfried
Mayes couldn't get 13 points per
game. He could get 20.
Mayes left Murray State with
the all-time record in two-year
scoring. posting 1.340 points
from 1996-98. Mayes was
named Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Year for his work
during the 1997-98 season.
stand-out
former
The
St See MAYES, 1B

MLB: CUBS 4,
CARDINALS 2

U.S. MEN'S
SOCCER

a pitches
Cubs past
Cardinals

Altidore
scores, US
beats
Honduras

STEVE OVERBEY
Associated Press

JOHN COON
Associated Press

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Ryan
Sweeney and Cody Ransom hit
back-to-back homers in a fourrun first inning and that was
plenty for Jeff Samardzija, who
pitched the Chicago Cubs over
the St. Louis Cardinals 4-2
Tuesday night. ,
Chicago started fast against
Adam Wainwright (10-4) and
broke a five-game losing streak
in St. Louis.
Shane
Pinch-runner
Robinson was calkd out for
interference while trying to
break up a double play to end
the game.
Carlos Beltran hithis teamhigh 17th homer for the
Cardinals, who lost for the third
time in five games but still lead
the majors with a 45-26 record.
Samardzija (4-7) gave up
two runs and seven hits in 8 1-3
innings. He struck out six and
walked one for his first win
since May 27, a 7-0 shutout
against the Chicago White Sox.
The Cardinals cut the lead to
4-2 on an RBI single by Yadier
Molina with one out in the
ninth.
Kevin Gregg got Da6d
Freese to ground into a gameending double play for his 10th
save in as many opportunities.
Robinson interfered with shortstop Starlin Castro on the pivot
at second base.
Wainwright was trying to
become the majors' first II game winner. The Cubs tied a
season high with four runs in
the first — they also did it in
the first inning of a 10-7 loss to
San Francisco on April 14.
Wainwright gave up backto-back homers for the third
time in his career. He allowed
four earned runs on seven hits
over seven innings.
Wainwright had won his previous five starts, but has not
beaten the Cubs since Sept. 24,
who
Wainwright.
2010.
bounced back to retire 12 in a
row,had given up a total of four
first-inning runs over his first
14 starts this season.
The Cubs' first-inning runs
all came after two outs. Nate
Alfonso
and
Schierholtz
Soriano hit consecutive doubles
before Sweeney unloaded with
his second homer of the season
to make it 3-0. Ransom followed with his eighth homer.
Samardzija never let a runner past second base in the first
See XXXXX,28

SANDY, Utah (AP) — Jozy
Altidore scored a goal in his
fourth consecutive international
match, enough for the United
States to edge Honduras 1-0 in a
World Cup qualifying game
Tuesday night.
Before 20.250 fans at Rio
Tinto Stadium. the Americans
remained atop the six-team
CONCACAF group. The United
States (4-1-1) won three straight
games this month, all since a 00 draw at Mexico gave it a boost
toward the top.
It has also shut out its last
two opponents. Panama and
Honduras.
Honduras(2-3-1) was the last
team to win at the United States
in a World Cup qualifying
match, back in 2001. The
Americans hate won or drawn
25 straight at home since then.
The t isitors made it difficult
on the Americans for much of
the game by slowing the pace
before Altidore broke through.
After several second-half
near misses,the U.S. got its goal
in the 73rd minute. Altidore took
a cross from Fabian Johnson
from near the end line and put it
past goalkeeper Noel Valladares
across the goalmouth inside the
right post.
It was Altidore's ninth goal in
a qualifier as he finally develops
into the scoring threat the United
States has hoped for.
Both teams played physical
soccer in the first half, leading to
an emphasis on defense and a
limited number of scoring
chances on either side of the
field. Just before the first period
ended,though.Tim Howard was
forced to make a difficult save
when Andy Najar launched a

the
Racers
with
g
Campin
Samardzij

NICK DOLAN

Ledger & Times

Murray State's youth basketball camp kicked off Monday
morning and runs through Thursday at the CFSB Center.
(Top) Camp coach Picasso Simmons serves as a passing
option for his team during a 5-on-5 game. (Left) Camper
Keaton Curd, 10. shows off his skills as he puts up a shot
during a shooting competition. (Above) Camp coach
Sawyer Lawson gets his team ready and offers some last
minute instruction before they take the court for their
final 5-on-5 drill of the afternoon.

•See SOCCER,28

NBA FINALS: HEAT 103, SPURS 100

James helps Heat stave off elimination in Game 6
XIN ICRAWCZYNSKI
AP Basketball Writer
MIAMI (AP) — LeBron
James shrugged off a poor start to
get 32 points. 11 assists and 10
rebounds,Ray Allen hit a 3-pointer with 5.2 seconds to play to
force overtime and the Miami
Heat staved off elimination with a
103-100 victory over the San

Antonio Spurs in Game 6 of the
NBA Finals on Tuesday night.
James missed nine of his first
12 shots, but scored 16 points in
the fourth to rally the Heat from a
10-point deficit. The Heat trailed
94-89 with 28 seconds to play,
but James hit a 3 with 20 seconds
to go and Allen drilled another to
tie it.
James' layup with 1:43 to play

in overtime gave the Heat a 1011(1) lead. and Allen added two
free throws to force Game 7,
which is on Thursday night in
Miami. The Spurs had one final
chance down 103-100. but Chris
Bosh blocked Danny Green's 3pointer from the corner as time
expired.
Tim Duncan had 30 points and
17 rebounds in a perfonrince

straight out 2003. But he was
scoreless in the fourth and overtime and the Spurs squandered a
golden opportunity to close out
the series and win their fifth
championship.
Mario Chalmers scored 20
points. Bosh had 10 points and 11
rebounds and Shane Battier hit
three 3-pointers for the Heat, who
trailed 75-65 after three quarters.

James eschewed his trademark
headband in the fourth quarter.
then spearheaded the ferocious
comeback. He scored six straight
points for the Heat,then fed Chris
Andersen. who made a free throw
to pull the Heat within two at 8280 with seven minutes to play.
James then blocked a layup by
Duncan and scored on the other
S See FINALS. 2B
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North Carolina ousts Tigers from CW8
Leading 4-2,Thornton walked
Christian lbarra to start the eighth
and was relieved by Chris McCue. who hit Sean McMullen
with a 2-2 pitch to load the bases
with two out.
That brought up Mark Laird,
who had a double and four singles in his first eight CWS at-bats.
But McCue got Laird to fly out to
short left field and keep it a tworun game. McCue-worked a perfect ninth for his second save
after getting pulled with one out
in the ninth of the super regionalclincing win over South Carolina.
"I was kind of frustrated that I
didn't get the job done that time."
McCue said. "Obviously, it was
good that we won. But this time I
was just really making sure that I
made good pitches and that I was
going to get outs. I refused to not
finish the game."
LSU scored only three runs in
two CWS games. National freshman of the year Alex Bregman,
who was batting a team-leading
.374, was hitless in eight at-bats.
Raph Rhymes. batting .337, was
0 for 9 in Omaha and stranded
eight base runners against the Tar
Heels. Christian lbarra, batting
.311.finished the season hitless in
his last 22 at-bats.

LSU coach Paul Mainieri said.
"Even though we didn't play
great, we lost a one-run game and
OMAHA. Neb. (AP) — a two-run game. We were in posiHome runs are few and far tion to win the games. It wasn't
between at the College World like we came out here and got
Series these days. which made blown out. We were right there
Brian Holberton's first-inning and just couldn't come through
shoi all the more important for with the play here or hit here or a
pitch there, and it stings a lot."
Noah Carolina.
Carolina. which lost 8-1 to
Holberton staked freshman
starter Trent Thornton to a two- North Carolina State in its CWS
run lead before he even took the opener. staved off elimination for
mound Tuesday, and No. 1 the third time in the NCAA tournational seed Carolina went on to nament and remains the only
beat LSU 4-2 in an elimination team in the country to not lose
back-to-back games this season.
game.
"We certainly are happy to The Tar Heels are outscoring
have survived this one." Tar opponents 85-30 after losses, and
Heels coach Mike Fox said. "I their 58 wins are a school record.
Thornton ( I 2-1 ) pitched a
thought the home run by Brian
was really crucial for us,just kind strong seven innings in his first
of let the air out a little bit and let start since March 27. The 6-foot.
us play with a lead,something we 170-pound right-hander worked
seemed to haven't done in a around two singles and three
walks to hold the Tigers scoreless
while."
The Tar Heels (58-11) play until the fifth and escaped trouble
North Carolina State in another in the seventh thanks to a double
elimination game Thursday. The play.
"It's always good to get a lead
No.4-seeded Tigers(57-11)went
0-2 in their first CWS appearance early in the game." Thornton said.
since winning the 2009 national "When you get a lead early. you
need to focus and know that if
title.
"We expected to come out you just don't give up any runs.
here and play better than we did." you'll win the game."

ERIC OLJON

AP Sports Writer

MSU MEN'S GOLF

Former Murray State student-athlete Patrick - Newcomb
is off to a good start in his
attempt to win his third straight
Kentucky State Amateur Men's
Golf Championship.
Newcomb (Benton. Ky.)
carded a 5-under-par 67 in the
opening round at Bowling
Green Country Club to get a
spot in second place, one shot
off the lead. Clay Hinton
(Elizabethtown. Ky.) was the
first round leader at 66, tops in
the field of 154 players in
Bowling Green, Ky.
The two-time Ohio Valley
Conference champion for the
Racers. Newcomb's opening
round featured a rollercoaster
ride. He had seven birdies and
an eagle to offset four bogeys.
State
Kentucky
The
Amateur is the top prize in
Commonwealth golf and is
being played for the 103rd time
as Newcomb tries for a rare
triple win. Only twice has a
player won the title three
straight times. Bill Musselman
accomplishing the feat (197072)' and John Marshall won

three straight (1923-25).
Incoming Racers' freshman
Matthew Zakutney (Paducah,
Ky.) had a 74 in round one and
was in 28th place.
Other MSU players in field
included a quartet of sophomores led by Daniel Harper
(Murray. Ky.) who had a spot
in 75th place after a 77 and
Preston French (Lexington,
Ky.) with a 78 which earned a
spot in 92nd place. Brock
Simmons (Murray, Ky.) was in
104th place with a 79 and
McCormick
Duncan
(Morganfield, Ky.) was in
135th place with an 82.
Two more former Racers in
the field included: Chris
Griffin (Paducah, Ky.) who had
a spot in 61st place with a 76.
while Kyle Shirley (Bowling
Green, Ky.) was in 92nd place
after a 78.
Bowling Green Country
Club is playing this week to a
length of 6,853 yards and to a
par of 72.
The field of players will be
cut to the top 70 following
Wednesday's second round.
The final round of the event is
set for Thursday.

From Page 1B
end to tie it and Allen's reverse
lay up gave the Heat an 84-82 lead
with six minutes to go.
The Heat led 89-86. but Tony
Parker hit a step-back 3 and a
layup to take back the lead.
After Allen's big shot from the
comer sent the game into overtime.James scored on a lay up for
a 101-100 lead with 1 minute to
go. The Spurs had a chance to
take the lead in the closing seconds, but Manu Ginobili's drive
was thwarted and Allen hit two
free throws.
Bosh blocked Danny Green's
3-pointer at the buzzer, and the
defending champs lived to fight
another day.
Parker finished with 19 points
on 6-for-23 shooting and eight
assists and Kawhi Leonard had
22 points and II rebounds for San
Antonio. Green, who broke the
NBA Finals record for 3-pointers.
had just three points on 1-for-7
shooting.
After a vintage first three quarters from Duncan had the Spurs
steamrolling toward the championship.James delivered a vintage
performancle of his own in the
fourth. Tentative and flustered
through the first three. James
went into full-oh attack mode in
the fourth to force a Game 7.
. It was the force-of-nature
showing that had been all too rare
for James in these finals, but the
Heat have never needed it more
after Duncan took it to them the
first 36 minutes.
Duncan hit his first eight shots

121 Not tri 6ypas...
Moiiay-, Kentucky
• Ail
11.
(270) 753-4703

From Page 10
running right footer from the
right side of the box. Howard
met the ball in the center of the
box and deflected it outside the
right post.
Eddie Johnson had a chance
in the 17th minute when he
latched onto a cross from Fabian
Johnson. His left-footed shot
from the center of the box was
knocked away by Valladares.
When the U.S.stepped up the
offensive pressure early in the

second half. it put Honduras on
its heels. Altidore had the finishing touch.
He even appeared to score
earlier in the half. Moments
after Graham Zusi sent a free
kick into a crowd of players just
outside the 6-yard box in the
56th minute, only to see Brad
Evans' header go right into
Valladares' gloves. Altidore got
behind the defense. Clint
Dempsey, sent a through ball
ahead to 'Altidore. who was
ruled offside and his score was

For Zero-Turn Excellence,
Turn Here

negated.
Valladares came up with
another clutch save in the 69th
minute. Zusi, who was particularly active all night after sitting
out the win over Panama
because of yellow card accumulation, sent a ball into Dempsey
in the center of the box and he
leaned into a point-blank header.
The ball bounced off of
Valladares' hands and Michael
Bradley sent a follow-up shot
too high.

NBA FINALS
San Antonio 3, Miami 3
Thursday, June 6
San Antonio 92 Miami 88
Sunday, June 9:
Miami 103 San Antonio 84
Tuesday, June 11:
San Antonio 113 Miami 77
Thursday, June 13:
Miami 109 San Antonio 93
Sunday, Jun* 16:
San Antonio 114 Miami 104
Tuesday, June 18:
Miami 103 San Antonio 100 OT
Thursday, June 20:
San Antonio at Miami 9 p m
STANLEY CUP FINALS
Boston 2. Chicago 1
Wednesday, June 12:
Chit ago 4 Boston 3 30T
Saturday, June 15:
Boston 2 Chicago 1 OT
Monday, June 17:
Boston 2 Chicago 0
Wednesday. June 19:
Chicago at Boston 8 pm
Saturday. June 22:
Boston at Chicago 8 pm

Advertiser•
the first in

NAT1ONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday
NY Mets 4 Atlanta 3 I st garne
Philadelphia 4 Washington 2
L A Dodgers at New York ppd rain
Toronto 8 Colorado 3
N Y Mets 6 Atlanta 1 2nd game
Pittsburgh 4 Cincinnati 0
HouSlon 10 Milwaukee 1
Chicago Cubs 4. St Louis 2
Arizona 3 Miami 2
Wednesday
LA Dodgers (Ryu 6-2) at N Y Yankees
(Kuroda 6-5) 1 05 pm 1st game
Miami (Fernandez 4-3) at Arizona (Cahill
3-8) 3 40 p m
San Diego (Stuns 6-51 at San Francisco
iBurrigarner 6-4) 345 pm
L A Dodgers(Capuano 1-4) at N Y
Yankees IP Hughes 3-5) 705 pm 2nd
game
Washington iG Gonzalez 3-3) at
Philadelphia (1( Kendrick 6-4). 705 p
N Y Mets(Marcum 0-8) at Atlanta
(Mallen 3-7! 7 10 P m
Pittsburgh (Locke 6-1) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 6-5) 7 10 p m
Milwaukee (Lohse 2-6) at Houston
(Bedard 2-3) 8 10 p m
Chicago Can tE Jackson 3-8! at St
Louis (Westb(ook 2-2) 8 15 pm
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TimeCutter SS zero-turn mowers

Starting at '2799
• 3-in--1 cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

of the .game.conjuring the dominant form that brought four titles
to San Antonio between 1999 and
2007. But he long ago handed the
reins of the Spurs offense over to
Parker. letting the speedy French
point guard take over as Duncan
grew older.
Until Tuesday night.
After getting a vintage performance from Manu Ginobili in
Game 5 to take control of the
series, the Spurs got a throwback
effort from Duncan to start Game
6.
With the Heat leading 40-33
and threatening to pull away with
7:30 to go in the first half.
Duncan scored San Antonio's
next 13 points to start a 17-4 run
that gave San Antonio a 50-44
lead at halftime.
They entered the game w ith
title No. 5 sitting right there in
front of them. They had two
cracks to bring the trophy badk
home to San Antonio. but the last
thing they wanted was to have to
play a Game 7 against LeBron
James on the road for the championship.There have only been five
Game 7s in the finals since 1978.
with the home team winning all
those contests. The last road team
to win a Game 7 for the title was
the Washington Bullets over the
Seattle SuperSonics in 1978.

SI The Calloway County Boys and Girls' golf teams are having a
benefit 4-man scramble at Oaks Country Club on Friday. June 21st at
1 00 pm Registration begins at noon and the cost is $50 per player The
proceeds will benefit the CCHS Boys and Girls Golf teams Anyone
interested in playing should contact Todd Contn at 293-3265 Checks
should be made out to the CCHS Hole-in-One Club

•Mayes...
"This place was my first road
becoming a man." he said.
to
returned to Murray State last
is where it all started for
"This
week for current head coach
I can never forget that.
and
me,
Steve Prohm's first youth camp
days I don't really
Murray
my
In
who
of the summer. Mayes.
hopes to crack the coaching think I realized the impact I
ranks at the high school level made here or what it was I was
soon, said he tries to get back to even doing.
"I ask Janet all the time.'Was
Murray every five years. hookreally good player?' She get
a
1
ing up and staying with close
a little smirk on. her face, and
friends Barry and Janet Futrell.
And while in town. Mayes that let's me know I must have
can't help but reflect on his past. been a little good."
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From Page 113
five innings and was helped out
by three double plays.
Beltran homered off the
right-field foul pole with two
outs in the sixth. Molina went 3
for 3 and leads the NL with a
.363 average.
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The founders of Wildwood, Bill & Carol Byrd, will be here to meet and greet
-61101awairers and employees,„alabin 101111110 them. 4
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•Cards.....

II Soccer...

976 CHESTNUT ST

Thornton, who has served in
every capacity on the Carolina
pitching staff, got the call over
available weekend starters Hobbs
Johnson and Benton Moss, both
of whom have struggled of late.
Thornton came in as the Tar
Heels' best pitcher in the pastseason, having allowed two runs in
21 1-3 innings.
He threw a career-high 114
pitches in his seven-plus innings.
allowing two runs on nine hits
and four walks.
LSU starter Cody Glenn (7-3).
making his first appearance since
starting the opening game of the
SEC tournament May 22.last just
two innings. He allowed three
runs on five hits — the biggest
one being Holberton's homer
before turning things over to
Brent Bonvillain.
Mainieri said the Tar Heels'
homer was especially devastating
because he thought Glenn had
struck out Holberton on the previous pitch. but umpire Steve
Mattingly called it a ball.
Holberton then sent Glenn's 32 offering over the wall in right
center for only the secoqd homer
in seven CWS games. 4

•Finals...

Newcomb eyeing
another amateur title
MSU Sports Information

Sponsored by

Stuart Alexander
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DOROTHY L. HALE.
SHAWN HALE.

By virtue Ida Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on May 14. 201:1. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $59.361.83. plus interest, cost. fees, late charges. etc .
I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray.
Calloway County. Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday.
June 27. 201:1. at the hour of 10.011 ant . local time, or thereabout. the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. and referred to as 3414
(Osborne Road. Hazel, KY 42049. i Parcel Number 082-041007B i. and heing more
particularly described as follows'
A 0.881 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of F.T. Seargent and Associated.
of Murray.'Kentucky. on March ti. 1991.. located on the East side of State Line
Road approximately 10.25 miles Southeast of the City of Murray and being a part
Ill the Southwest quarter of Section 36, Township 1, Range 5. East in Calloway
County, Kentucky and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a #4 rebar iset )30.00 feet East of the centerline of State Line Road.
320 feet. more or less. North of the Tennessee State Line, and being the
Southwesternmost corner of the herein described tract of land and a new corner to
the Beauford French. Jr property.
thence. North 01 Degree's 00 Minutes 00 Seconds West - 167 89 feet along the east
side of State Line Road to a #4 rehar Iseti at a corner to the French property.
thence, with the new division line of the French property, the following bearings
and distanceNorth :33 Degrees 53 Minutes 47 Seconds East - 26.11 feet to a #4 rebar set
South 88 Degrees 05 Minutes 28 Seconds East - 185.40 feet gent-rally along an
existing fence to a #4 rehar i set ),
South 03 Degree's 20 Minutes 07 Seconds West - 199.42 feet generally along an
existing fence to a #4 rebar sell.
South 82 Degrees 33 Minutes 37 Seconds West - 111.40 feet generally along and
existing fence to a #4 rebar 'sell.
North 00 Degrees 34 Minutes 06 seconds East - 32.34 feet to a # rebar 4set):
South 88 Degrees 19 Minutes 57 Seconds- West 75.'2'2 feet to the point of beginning
Except any interest in the coal. oil. gas. and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyance, and all rights
and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.

icie

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days. but
if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent (10'; I of the purchase price. with the balanceto he paid
an full within thirty 13(f) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12'.
per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in thirty
30, days. Alien shall he retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. hut shall he sold subject to the
201:1 ad valorem taxes.
This 3rd day of June'. 2013
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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JUDITH COGDELL.
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NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of an Ahiended Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on May 1:1. 2013. an the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway l'ounty. Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. June 27. 2013. at the hour of
10:00 a.m , local time, or thereabout. the following three tracts of real property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. and being more particularly described as
follows:
TRACT NO 17 PROPERTY ADDRESS 708 South 3rd St . Murray. KY
Lot Nos. 71, 72 and 7:1 in the Pleasant Hill Addition to the Town of Murray.
Kentucky. as shown by plats of said lots HON of record in Deed Book 1'. Page 171,
and Plat Book 37, Slide 3615. The lots herein deeded are 105 feet north and south
and 105 feet east and west

OPEN HOUSE
345 Robertson Rd. South
June 7th & June 8th June 21st & June 22nd
1:00P.M. - 5:00P.M.
Sealed bid
5.967 acres & 2,308sg.ft home
3/4BR, 2.5BA, 2 fireplaces
Attached 1CG, screened patio, wood deck
Bid package available
Westside Baptist Church
or online 44 www.wbcmurrav.org
(click resources then ADMIN)
270-753-8240

The parties herein obtained title to their respective interest in the above-described
property by deed from Floyd A. Cogdell. a single pclson. dated January 3. 1986. of
record on Microfilm in Book 167. Card '2312. in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court .See Amended Judgment and Order of Sale and order correcting the property description of Tract I herein.. entered May 13. 2013. filed of
record on May 31. 2013. in Deed Book 971k Page 329, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court ii FA Cogdell obtained title to the above-described
property by deed from Wells Overbey. dated April 29. 1949. of record in Deed Book
88. Page 587, an the offin. aforesaid

We Miss Er Love You!!

TRACT NO. IL PROPERTY ADDRESS: WI Back St . Murray, KY
J..eit Ni,. 4 except 28.98 feet off of the South end of Lot No 'tin the Ibiberts
Business and Industrial Park Subdivision as shown by Plat of record in Plat Book
3. Page 88, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The parties hereto obtained title to their respective interest in the above-described
property by deed dated December to. 1987, of record on NIicrolilm in Book 171,
Card 1351, and also by Deed of record in Book 167, Card 2:112, both in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court IF.A. Cogdell obtained title to all of Tract
II by deed from Roberts Enterprises, Inc . dated March 31. 1976, of record on
Microfilm in Book 155, Card 2312, in the office of the. Clerk of the Calloway
County Court and by surviving his wife. Nettie Cogdell. who died in 1983.1
TRACT NO. III: PROPERTY ADDRESS: 525 S 4TH St Murray. KY
Lot No. 74 in the Pleasant Hill Addition to the Town of Murray. Kentucky, as
shown by Plats of record in Deed Book C at Page 471 and Plat fl.s.k :47. Slide
:1615 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court and said lot being
105 feet square.

-

The parties hereto obtained title to their respective interest in the above-described
property by deed from Floyd A. Cogdell, dated January 3. 1986, of record on
Microfilm in Book 167, Card 2312, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court. IF.A. Cogdell obtained title to all of Tract III by deed from Euro.
Garland. and wife, Mary Irene Garland. dated March 14, 1980. of record on
Microfilm in Book 160, Card '2415 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County ('ourt, and by surviving his wife. Nettie Cogdell, who died in 1983 I
The aforementioned property shall be sold 011 a cash or credit basis of thirty 1301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (311) days. the purchaser shall execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the purchase. price, said bond bearing interest
at 12'. per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
within thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent npces, if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner,
but the property shall be sold subject to the 21)1:4 ad valorem taxes.

Thank you to all our friends and
family. We could not have made
it through this tragic time
without all of you. We cannot
express enough how much we
appreciate each of you.
Thank You All for everything!
The Winchester Family

i

Practical Dental Assistant Training
Registration is now open'
First.class is Sept 7th
This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
www.smilepaducah.com
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Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Being the same property conveyed to Dorothy L. Hale and spouse. Shawn Hale
who acquired title, with rights of survivorship, by virtue of a deed from Nyle
Marie Torsak, single. dated April 10, 2006, filed April 12. 2006, recorded in Deed
Book 639. Page 225. County Clerk's Office. Calloway County, Kentucky
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financiai
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Heip Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Oppor1unity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Pans
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

PLAINTIFF.

ACCEPTING applica
lions for experienced
help
at
Rudy's
Restaurant.
DENTAL
Assistant
wanted for M-W & F
8am-5pm. Seeking reliable & motivated learn
player. Primary functions would include
operatory set-up 8.
breakdown sterilization
& monitoring & cleaning. Send resume to
P.O.
Box
1040V
Murray, KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" see
on our classifieds
wehpage at
111UTTa)iledger.com.
you Will he redirected
to Jobnetwork yin]
By default.
Murray and local Joh
listings v.iii appear on
this wehstie
However. as a national
wehsite. not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledge:
a: Times. Please call
us it you base any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank sou

business
LOCAL
needs
Receptionist/Data /
Clerk. 30-40 hours per
week. Send resume to
P.O. Box 66, Murray.
KY 42071.
OFFICE Clerk
Murray Country Club
Computer
Good
QuickBooks
Proficient, Some
Accounts Payable &
Receivable,
Knowledge
of
Payroll and Taxes
Starts at $9.50 per'.
hour
Send Resumes to
MCC, P.O. Box 310,
Murray KY 42071
Or email to:
bookofmurraycc@
murray-ky.net

•

Lot for Sale .44 acre
VS.

NOTICE OF SALE

RODNEY J. DUNLAP,ailcia RODNEY DUNLAP.
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS. INC.,
AS NOMINEE FOR AMERICA'S WHOI,ESALE LENDER.
ITS SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. MIDLAND FUNDING. LLC,
CAPITAL ONE BANK IIISA 1, N.A.,
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on March 13. 2013. to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate
amount of $93,423 32, plus interest, costs, fees, attorney fees. etc.. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction iin Thursday. June 27. '2013, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time. or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 5284 New
Providence Road, Hazel, KY 42049, and being more particularly descnbed as follows:
That certain tract or parcel of land lying and being in Calloway County. Kentucky.
and more particularly described as follows:
Three acres out of the Northeast corner of a tract heretofore deeded to Bob Atkins.
et ux., and of record in Deed Book 155. Cabinet I, Drawer 7, Card 2212. and being
further described as follows
Beginning at the northeast corner of said tract, thence. west to a stake in the east .
right-of-way of the Providence State Line blacktop road. Thence. South with the
east nght-of-way of the Providence State Line Road. approximately 315 feet to a
stake: Thence, East to Hughes Pritchett's east line corner with Robert Young.
Thence, North with Young's line approximately 315 feet to the point of beginning
Subject to all restrictions. conditions and covenants and to all legal highways and
easements.
Being the same property conveyed to Rodney .1 Dunlap, no marital status shown.
by virtue of a deed from Vicky Ann Dunlapifiltia Vicky Ann Linzyl. and spouse.,
Brent Dunlap. dated January 13, 2004. recorded on January 14. 2004, in Book
528, Page 604. in the Office of the Clerk of thc Calloway County Court

Great for your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd. &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W.94
(270) 293-1600 or (270) 767-9924

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Local CPA Firm seeking individual
experienced in Ouickbooks.
Non-profit/Governmental Auditing, and tax
preparation. CPA Preferred. Competltive
wages and benefits available.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-0. Murray. KY. 42071

Parcel Number 073-0-0018.

.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent (10'; of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 1301 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 1'2'7,
per annum from the date of gale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
1301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 3rd day of June, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Full-time Physician. Nurse Practitioner
or Physicians Assistant
needed for growing family practice.
Qualified applicants may apply at:
1511 Donelson Pkwy., Dover. TN.
or send resume to
P.O. Box 219 Dover, TN 37058
931-232-5555

PADUCAH Sun is currently seeking indecontractors
pendent
for the Murray area.
Monthly
estimated
route
profit
gross
$1,300.00/mo. Contact
Darren Turner @
270-575-8792
SALES reps needed
Work from home, ftexi-.
ble, large commision •
checks, all sales catfacts/leads provided
Resume to:
infoepecoproducts.cden.
attn: Dan
Kentucky
WEST
Advertising Sales position Self-starter experienced organizational
skills recommended
Family
Midsouth
Classifieds
731-641-2858
iburke mstclassibeds gmail corn

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • VSednestlay, June 19. 2013

Murray Ledger & 'limes
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Help Wanted

Atha11610,
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08)01/1 3 THROUGH 12/05/13 KY0488431
NELSON KEY - MURRAY KY - 3 openings

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/25/13 THROUGH 12/20/13 KY0487165
SMOTHERMAN FARMS - Murray KY - 7 openings

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state. agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO CROPS, WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $9 BOHR 14 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP
AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY.
AFTER 500,, OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST.
POST EMPLOYMENT

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federabstate min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order. at the time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $980 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08/01/13 THROUGH 12/15/13 KY0488210
JAMIE CARSON- BENTON KY - 2 openings

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/25/13 THROUGH 12/20/13 KY0487855
JONES/KEY- MURRAY KY - 5 openings

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE 59 80 HR 34 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO
CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE
BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER
50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED TRANSPORT
DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT
THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE)CONTACT THE KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079 USING
.10043 ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST
POST EMPLOYMENT

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federalistate min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work IS performed
PLANTING GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE 5980 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY
DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08/01/13 THROUGH 12/01/13 KY0488538
DWAIN BELL - Murray KY - 5 openings

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/15/13 THROUGH 01/31/14 KY0487456
GARY BRAME FARMS - MAYFIELD KY 22 openings

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $980 HR 14 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST
POST EMPLOYMENT

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state mm n wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $9 BOHR 14
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50'. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE
MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/25/ 1 3 THROUGH 1;14/14 KY0487237
CARROWAY T08. FARMS- MURRAY KY 5 openings

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07,20/13 THROUGH 12/01/13 KY0488781
STEELE, STEELE & CARRAWAY Murray KY - 6 openings

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING, AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED 59.80 HR
3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING
AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER 500. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE
MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE,TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST
POST EMPLOYMENT

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE $980
HR 14 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING
AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE
MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS J043 AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/25/13 THROUGH 12/15/13 KY0487832
CDL TOO., LLC - BENTON KY -6 openings

'

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order at the time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $980 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
USTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE. TO SET UP inrrERviEw SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POSIILEMPLOWENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/25/13 THROUGH 12/01,13 KY0488004
J CARSON FARMS - Murray KY 4 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal,state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $980 HR 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP
AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE,TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

1

Ask about
our

Display
ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.

753-1 91 6

SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number pacing puzzle based on a 90.9 grid With
several given numtrrs The obpect 5 to piace the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The drlitculty level
ol the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

Concepts SudoKu

Da‘c

Answer to previous puzzle

7
5
2
8
6
1
9
3
4

3
8
9
4
2
5
7
1
6

1
4
6
3
7
9
2
5
8

4
2
1
6
5
8
3
7
9

5
3
7
2
9
4
8
6
1

9
6
8
7
1
3
5
4
2

6
9
4
5
8
7
1
2
3

2
1
5
9
3
6
4
8
7

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING, AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE $980 HR 34 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 5000 OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/28113 THROUGH 12/20/13 KY0488096
KDWLD FARMS - MURRAY KY -3 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING. GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $9.80 HR
3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING
PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING
AT NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSIS'TENCE PAY. AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE.
MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/16/13 THROUGH 12/15/13 KY0487469
HEATH SHELTON - HAZEL KY - 5 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE $980 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB
ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS
JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET
UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/23/13 THROUGH 11/20/13 KY0487823
B B & B TOB GROWERS - MURRAY KY 3 openings
The prevailing hourty wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
tederalistate min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE $980 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO C-HARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY. AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED,
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 US4NG J06 ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
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Shih-tzu
Male/fema
shots/worn
$300 270-
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TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/25/13 THROUGH 12/20/13 KY0487179
SOUTHWEST FARMS - MURRAY KY 4 openings

I

DOG
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(270)436-2
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Help Wanted

1,2.& 4BF
Visit
nicholsent(
for pictur
estate for
prices 753

Nitirr.n I rd;

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
08/01/13 THROUGH 12/20/13 KY0488440
M M & E FARMS LLC - Murray KY - 8 open
ings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state mm n wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE $980 HR 34 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE
PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)CONTACT THE
KY DEPT FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT
502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE TO SET UP INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO
RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
160
Home Furnishings

inch Vizio Fl a
9
creen TV Like new
$275 270-703-4224

Want to Buy
GOOD used air condi
honer. used carpeting
refrigerator
stove,
electric & gas heater
storm windows
753-4109

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and Junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
"ANTIQUES", gas. oil
& soda signs. pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

MATTRESS &
FURNITURE SALE
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105N 3RD
753-1502

Mobile Homes For Sale
Owner Finance
4BR 2BA $4,950
down $695/mo
Murray near lake
615-397-3171
1998 16x60 mobile
home. 2BR, 1BA, all
appliances included.
Must be moved. $9.200
ot o Call 270-22E3213 or 270-978-6074
28R, & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
3BR. 2BA mobile home
on corner. Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr

Cardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR 401111045
1BR trom $375
270-753-M55k
15415 Ihriguirl Dr,
IUD 1-110(1-545.11413
Lxt. 2113
Equal nppoclur.av

cr

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
Phone
accessible
270-527-1311
MonFri
9am-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Large 2BR, 2 full bath.
walk-in closet, all appliances, C/H/A, plus
lawn service. 227-5173

LARGE 2BR. 2BA.
C/H/A. 1 5 blocks from
MSU.
$465
plus
deposit. References
required. pets ok with
additional deposit 4928069, 970-84%2
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apls
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD ir 711

Hazel 2BR 492-8526
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood Available the end
of May 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
house 641 South No
pets 227-6431 or
293-6156

150
Articles
For Sale
ALL wood bed. night
tables and dresser
Navy, burgandy, green
loveseat and couch
Like new Call
753-3787
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121 Can deliver
MULTI purpose adhesive 4 gallon buckets
cheap Call
270-293-2844
sale
for
Slabs
(mostly
$10/bundle
Call
hardwood)
5 30-6 30
between
Weds evening
270-552-0158
SLABS for sale Mostly
hardwood $10 a bundle Call between 5 30Wednesday
6 00
evenings
270-522-0158

Lik new, clean Amana
dryer
washer
&
One lady
$425/ea
owner Moving- must
sell 270-559-9080

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

WARD

ELKINS

605 f Soo,

(270) 753-1713

2 lots, Red Hawk Dr
270-978-1842
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
Handyman special. No
money down 4BR,
2BA $695/mo. Murray
area. 615-397-3171
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109..
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes Vanous
Coleman
locations
Real Estate 753-9898

\II mat ,tatt
•tibrit in
It'u'ing `I

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt, 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

17s

2BR, 1BA Townhouse,
W/D included Starting
at $500 Please call
753-7559

Commerical Prop, For Rent

3BR 2 5BA Duplex
New with glass, all
appliances, double carBest
port. storage
location 290 Ennix Dr
1 ready now. another
1st
August
S850/month
270-753-5344

Clean up/body work

Almost new spacious
Quiet
2BR duplex
neighborhood lust outside of town No pets
$700 00 rent & deposit
270-853-5419.
731-782-3128

OFFICE SPACE700f1,
downtown
Murray
$550/mo
includes
water/gas/electricity/tra
sh pock-up 104 N. 4th
Street Suite C
270-226-1103

2 Auto Shops
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay
270-485-6122

I t.1 tot_titt t
I lott-lo
ottla
Ititm
R.

2111 Cot.
3,796sq ft
3 5BA,
Southwest
$257,000
270-752-0'
978-2974
slacewi
raystate

4BR. 3BA,
Income Si
Den 2/ai
garage. Ni
windows,
cabinets.
121N 270

ATTRACT!
room, 2 t
approx. 2
home hl
floor plan
15
Upgrades
new floe
appliance
H/A unit
cover,
miles frc
on lovel
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2006 PT Cruiser, clean
local,
45.600mi
motor/drive train/paint
& a/c all good condition Moonroof, powere
windows, cream color
293-2218, 293-2219
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Public Sale

Campers

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

EXTRA NICE 2000 27
toot Prowler Camper
bumper pull Bunk bed
$6.500 080
753-0531
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A&F Warehousing
\tear MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

119E Main
(270) 753-6266
ell. (270) 293-4183
I a.m. - 4 pm M-F

KEY MINI
AREHOUSES
50 St. At, 121S
rray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'side climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

owatateal Prop. For Rent

2 Auto Shops

ean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay

till, 4', I

04 410111 r
I louung

1,1111 It,

I

4,411, I
\
711',1,...1k.

Mot NO*.
0.14.0.••••••tv

Equal
rri-3pm
using Opportunity.
•ge 2BR. 2 full bath.
1k-in closet, all applies, C/H/A, plus
in service. 227-5173

zel 28R. 492-8526
AGE house for rent
3 very nice neighborod. Available the end
May. 270-978-6000
0-293-9493
AALL 2BR rental
use. 641 South. No
Is. 227-6431 or
3-6156

110

MI%
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Homes For Sale

'..

2111 Country Road
3,796sq.ft.,
5BR.
3 SBA, new heat/ac,
Southwest Villa Asking
$257,000.
270-752-0524 or 270978-2974 or email
slacewell@mur
raystate.edu
4BR. 3BA, 2,500 sq ft
Income Suite or Man
Den 2/acres. 2/car
garage. New h&a. roof
windows, appliances
cabinets. Higgins Dr
121N 270-489-2250
ATTRACTIVE 3 bed
room, 2 bath home
approx. 2000 sq. ft.,
home has a split
floor plan and a 13 x
15
sunroom.
Upgrades
include
new flooring, new
appliances, new gas
H/A unit and ground
cover. Located 5
miles from Murrayon lovely ? acre
wooded lot. Call
270-759-4851
$139,000.00.
Brick home. Full basement, 2 car attached
carport, barn with pasture, 1 mile from
Murray. Owner financing $136,500.
227-9885, 978-0270

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals

293-7872
ON golf course. 3.100
• sq.fl custom home built
in 2006. 4BR 2BA.
••••••,. office, formal dining
▪ room, sunroom. extra
7.7 storage space, and
oversized 3 car garage
•L with work area.
270-759-9848

1111
filolorcyclosiATY's
2007 Kawasaki zx6r
120k miles. Many add
ons. $5,900 O.B.O.
270-227-.5450
06 HD Electra Glide.
miles.
1900
Only
$11,500 firm, one
owner. Call 3-7prn
• Mon-Fri. 435-4619
2002 Harley Davidson
deuce,
softail
low
'cutomized,
mileage, $9000. senous inquires only. 270978-2111 or 270-2270067-leave a message

270-485-6122

"-*FICE SPACE700ft
,wntown
Murray
,50/mo
includes
ster/gas/electncrty/tra
pock-up 104 N 4th
reel Suite C
'0-226-1103

• ,u,eekl, &
piLkups
• locally trw fled/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping
-Smaii Landscapes etc.
*Leaf Removal
*Mowing •Reeidenatei

-Edging

Commiri
.insured

*Mulching
*Pruning *Licensed

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nirmno

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,

ft

°11
.
.BEA.

GARLANt
RENTAL ,
if you've got It, we eats store ir
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights Electncity and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

Classifieds
work!
Call
753-1916
to.place

STOR AGE
II

alze Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Clknate Control Units
812 Wtitteell Ave.

your ad

753-3853 ,
Wi

•••

All sizes available call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
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the word -
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BEIRUT iAPj -- The leader Qusair, and Nasrallah's gamble refers to an ideology that urges
of Lebanon's Hezbollah group in Syria primarily stems from Sunni Muslims to kill anyone
vowed Friday to keep fighting in his group's vested interest in the they consider an infidel.
YEARRY'S Tree and
Sand, & Mulch
Syria "wherever needed" and Assad regime's survival. The
Much of the group's arsenal.
Lawn Service.Licensed
(270) 293-8686
and insured, Free estisaid his Shiite Muslim group has Syrian government has been one including tens of thousands of
mates. 436-2562.
EimniN Mowing --- made a "calculated" decision to of Hezhollah's strongest backers rockets, is believed to have
227-0267
defend the Syrian regime no for decades and the militant come from Iran via Syria or
Free Estimates
Colby 270-227-9027
matter what the consequences.group (cars that if the regime from Syria itself.
Hill Electric], Greg Mansfield
The comments by Sheik falls it will be replaced by a
In addition to the increased
Hassan- Nasrallah in a speech to U.S.-backed government that military aid, the U.S. also
Since 1986
Residential
supporters in southern Beirut will he hostile to Hezhollah.
-•announced Thursday it had con(.talittiercial
signaled
for
the
first
time
the
Nasrallah
said
verbal
and
other
clusive evidence -that Assad's
Garage Door
Licensed & Insured
Sales
&
Maintenance
Iranian-hacked
group
will
stay
attacks
against
his
militant
regime has used chemical
; All jobs big or
6'' Continuous Gutters
small
involved in the civil war raging group "only serve to increase weapons, including the nerve
Great Hometown Service
next door after helping President our determination."
agent sarin, on a small scale
753-9562
• %%
Bashar Assad's army,recapture a
"Ne-j.vill hie where we should attaintit opposition forces. The
key town in Syria's central be. we'will continue to hear the White House said multiple
(270i 293-8480
436-5141 A-AFFORDHoms province from rebels.
responsibilii we took upon our- chemical attacks last year killed
ABLE Hauling Clean
MITCHELL
.has
President
Barack
Mama
selves."
Nasrallah said. "There up to ISO people.
out garages. gutters
authorized lethal aid to Syrian is no need to elaborate.., we
lunk & tree work
BROS.
°barna has said the use of
A-1 Lamb's
rebels after the (IS. announced leave the details to the require- chemical weapons cross a "red
PAVING
Professional Tree
it had conclusive evidence that ments of the battlefield."
line." triggering greater U.S
*Asphalt Installation
Service Insured
the Syrian regime used chemical
Assad's forces. aided by fight- involvement in the crisis.
*Seal
coating
&
753-TREE (8733)
weapons. U.S. officials are still ers from Lebanon's militant
"The White House has issued a
striping
ALL Carpentry and
grappling
with
what
type
and
group
Ilezhollah.
captured
statement
lull of lies about the
Handyman service 25
40 yrs. expeoence
how much weaponry to send. Qusair on June 5. dealing a use of chemical weapons in
years experience Call
(270)759-0501
Don for free estimate
hut the announcement buoyed heavy blow to rebels who had Syria. based on fabricated infor270-226-576
ML Garage Doors
opposition forces, which have been entrenched in the strategic mation." a statement issued
Installation,
repair.
found themselves heavily out- town for over .a year.
Friday by the Syrian Foreign
APPLIANCE REPAIR
maintenance on doors
gunned
and
outmanned
by
the
Since
then,
the
regime
has
Ministry said. "The United.
SERVICE & PARTS and ogerators
shifted its attention to recapture States is using cheap tactics to
(270) 293-8726 OR 270-293-2357
Hezhollah-backed regime.
759-5534
The Syrian government on other areas in the central Horns justify
President
Barack
Chuck Van Buren
Mowing &
Friday dismissed U.S. charges province and Aleppo to the Obama's decision to arm the
Trimming
that it used chemical weapons as north.
Syrian opposition," it said.
TRAVIS
Quality Work
"full of lies." accusing Mama of
A visibly angry Nasrallah did
The statement also accused the
ASPHALT
not
say
L'S.
or "double standards," sayPaving, Sealroating
resorting
to
fabrications
to
justioutright
whether
his
Call Mike
& Hauling
270-227-7074 fy his decision to arm Syrian fighters would go as far as fight- ing America claims to combat
TONY TRAVIS
rebels.'
ing in Aleppo, hut his words terrorism while providing sup270-293-4256
MICKEY WILSON
U.S. officials said the adminis- strongly suggested the group port for "terrorist" groups in
DEVELOPMENT
tration could provide the rebel was prepared to fight till the Syria. such as Jabhat al-Nusra,
CLEAN CUT
General (*antral tar
with arms and money. The
fighters with a range of end.
*Additions
LAWN CARE
also known as the Nusra
weapons,
including
small
arms.
"After
Qusair
for
us
will
he
the
group.
•Kitiltens
ammunition, assault rifles and a same as before Qusair." he said. Front. is an al-Qaida affiliate
Free estimates
Ratkmems
*Deck%
variety of anti-tank weaponry "The project has not changed that has emerged as one of the
Call Kevin at
•htsurtince Wel
such as shoulder-fired rocket- and our convictions have not most effective rebel factions in
270-293-4020
licensed 14 Insured
propelled grenades and other changed."
Syria.
(270) 226-5444
The commander of the main
missiles. The. officials insisted
Nasrall0 reiterated that the
Ky Lake
- Remodeling
on anonymity in order to discuss fight in Syria was one against Western-hacked rebel group
PRESCOTT internal administration discus- the "American. Israeli and fighting in Syria said he hoped
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
ROOFING
sions with reporters.
Takfiri project" that was meant that U.S. weapons will be in the
Decks & Porches
Hezhollah has come under to destroy Syria. which along hands of rebels in the near
Years
Over
28
Fully insured
harsh criticism at home and with Iran has been the group's future.
Experience
Visit
"This will surely reflect p -abroad br sending its gunmen to main hacker. Takfiri Islamists
kentuckylake

411C

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

remodeling.com

Zach 270-873-7700

270-873-9916

David 270-227-1106
Alf Shinales Hard Nailed

--DRYWALL & painting
no Job too big or small
Free estimates Call
Logan at
270-293-0476

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Lebanon's Hezbollah says to keep fighting
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,RLAND
Rentals
sent* has two beden apartments availe. Call for your
aointment
today.
1-753-2905..
IAZEL Apartments
w taking applicais for 1 & 2BR units.
nt based on income.
impairment
,bility
;essible.
Phone.
3-527-1311. Mon-

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

(270)9784591

Real Estate

AGE 26R, 2BA.
1/A, 1.5 blocks from
plus
iU.
$465
posit. References
luired. pets ok with
iitional deposit 49259. 970-84%2.
NOW LEASING
2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Ne accept Section
8 vouchers.
ply at Mur-Cal Apts.
302 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Vednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
,
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711
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Used Cars
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

iiOUS

CLASSIFIEDS

380

Horoscope

lively on the rebels' morale,
which is high despite attempts
by the regime. Hezhollah and
Iran to show that their morale
after the fall of Qusair deteriorated," Gen. Salim Idris told AlArabiya TV.
bay AlMikdad,.a spokesman
for the Free Syrian Army. said
Idris will begin meeting with
international
on
players
Saturday to work out the details
of the weapons and their delivery.
"We encourage them to take a
decision in this relation, by
establishing a no-fly zone either
all over Syria or areas they
choose based on their technical
or military considerations on the
ground." he said, adding that
would ensure safe areas for
civilians. "We hope they start
arming immediately. Any delay
costs blood of Syrians. It is not
water, it is blood of the Syrians.
women and children and its
future."
AlMikdad said the rebels have
asked for shoulder propelled
rockets, thermal anti-tank missiles, anti-aircrafts missiles, surface to surface missiles and
armored vehicles.
The regime's advances have
added urgency to U.S. discussions on whether to provide the
rebels with weapons. The
United Nations said this week
that nearly 93.000 people have
been confirmed dead in Syria's
civil war, but the actual number
is believed to be much higher.
Russia, a staunch ally of
Assad, disputed the U.S. charge
that Syria used chemical
weapons against the rebels.
President Vladimir Putin's foreign affairs adviser. Yuri
Ushakov, told reporters that the
information provided by U.S.
officials to Russia "didn't look
convincing.

by Jacqueline Bigar

loved one. Tonight: Squeeze in
some exercise.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
David's Home
**** Your creativity seems
Improvement
endless to many people. You'll
hear news in a more open manFRAME'S TREE
1.[C
ner than usual; however, someSERVICE &
Water Damaged Floors
times you can't help but close
DEBRIS REMOVAL
Braces & Floor Joists
*24 Hour
down. Honor your unusual ingeRemodeling & Plumbing
Emergency Service
nuity, and' toss it into the mix.
Wilt Do Insurance Wort.
*Locally owned
You could be surprised by what
i,sa
Ax.r.Ved
*Licensed & Insured
you hear. Tonight: Ever full of
Ron Frame
fun.
731-247-5422
(270) 227-3140
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
270-293-2643
(270) 474-0323
*** You might encounter more
obstacles than usual. Perhaps
you are more sensitive right now.
Tractor & Dozer Work
FUTRELL'S
Initiate a conversation with a
Dirt work, Hauling.
family
member.
close
TREE SERVICE
Bush hogging, Top soil,
Understand what this person
*Trimming
Garden tilling.
expects, then make a decision
Driveways. white rock,
•Removal
about whether you want to fulfill
Mulching, etc.
*Stump Grinding
The Stars Show the Kind of his or her desires. Tonight:
270-227-0906
*Firewood
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: Mosey on home.
*Insured
YOUR mowing needs. 4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Keep a conversation
Free estimates Hector
-Difficult
,(270)489-2839 270-227-6638
moving. Be willing to let your
guard down and put all your
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
cards on the table. The conver***** Others will get your sion that ensues will allow
message loud and clear. For the greater give-and-take. Know
most part, you Should expect to what you expect from someone
hear an open, unfiltered else. Are there any boundaries
response. Your kindness and being crossed? Tonight: Chat up
Gallimore
willingness to let another eccena storm.
Electrical Contractor,LLC
tric person express him- or her- UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
-self will be greatly appreciated. *** Honor your limits, as you
Inissvial/Commercial/Residential
Tonight: Know when to call it a might not want to get mixed up in
night.
James C. GaIllmore
8 financial situation You know
TAURUS (April 20-May 29)
how to say "no." It is important to
WWWCECLIC NE 1
**** Others will be testing
let others know where you stand
their limits. You might not be
and how you feel. Listen to your
(270) 759-0890
head.
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Thursday,June 20, 2013:
This year you have a glib quality that creates a great deal of
flow for you. Your verbal command of language defines your
success. You will be unusually
fortunate this year. In the next
month, you will christen a new
12-year luck cycle. The first
year often is considered the best.
If you are single, you could meet
someone significant in the next
few months who becomes
important to your life history. If
you are attached, this year could
mark a new beginning for you as
a couple. SCORPIO finds you
intriguing hut odd.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec. 21)
*** Know when to call it a day.
You could get easily exhausted
or perhaps even aggravated by
someone who is fundamental to
your life history. Let this person
take the lead. You will be able to
work through a problem at a later
date. Indulge yourself. Tonight:
Whatever works.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** A friend might reach out
to you. Could this person have
strong feelings about you? You
will want to detach in order to
see what is going on with him or
her. Be careful, especially if you
do not feel the same. You do not
want to lead this individual on.
Tonight: Where your friends are.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Don't let someone ruin
your day by giving too much
power to his or her statement.
Avoid playing his or her words
over and over again in your
mind. You will gain a new perspective in a conversation with a

friend. Be sure not to take this for
granted. Tonight: A force to be
dealt with.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Listen to a friend's perspective. Someone at a distance
often serves as a trusted adviser.
Seek this person out in order to

get feedback on what appears to
be a touchy issue. A child or
loved one expresses his or her
feelings in an unthreatening way.
Tonight: Let romance in.
BORN TODAY
Leader of the French Resistance
Moulin
(1899).
Jean
singer/songwriter Lionel Riche
(1949), actress Nicole Kidman
(1967)

***
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Ldg

/VS\
McCUISTON
ROOFING
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house
like it is our house!

sure which way to
Understanding evolves quickly if
you deflect others' energy and
force those around you to take
responsibility. Your clarity in a
discussion helps. Tonight Start
making weekend plans.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your playful nature
attracts many people, yet others
misunderstand
might really
where you are coming from
Know your limits with people.
and recognize what is needed to
proceed. Open up to new possibilitiel that are presented by a

instincts regarding an emotional
situation. Tonight. Treat a friend
to dinner and a movie.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Do not hesitate to
express your feelings. Others
naturally will focus on what you
have to say. Evaluate what is
happening beyond the obvious
any
issues
you
Address
encounter. Share a special event
with a dear friend. Tonight
Demonstrate that the world really is your oyster

MARIAN:
Domestic Short Hair-Black.
female, eight weeks

PISTOL: Tabby Brown/Domestic Short Hair
Mix, male, ten s

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT:- 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141

•
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Looking Back
lea years ago
Tia Marie Crouse. 3, of Dexter
won first place in the Hardin Day
Talent Contest. She sang "Where
Are The Children- and received
S50. a Beanie Baby. and a fre erecording session at Cherry Hill
Recording Studio. She is the
daughter of Roxanne and Randy
Crouse of Dexter.
• Joey Williams had his first holein-one Friday at the Oaks Country
Club,recording an ace on the 184yard par-3 sixth hole. He was
playing with Gary and Della
Miller. Bob and Rowena Sanders.
and Pam Williams.
-Brooke Salley. 12-year-old
daughter of Bob and Linda Salky.
recently performed her Suzuki
Book One Graduation Recital.
Shavonne Bass.a 2003 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
was selected to panicipate in the
National Student Leadership
and
Law
on
Conference
Advocacy: The Trial.
Twenty years ago
Bob McLean. tourism director
Anne Adams. and Mark Peebles
were pictured inspecting the limited edition lithographs produced in
celebration of Freedom Fest '93.
Murray -Calloway
Recent
County Hospital scholarship
recipients included Christy Tubbs.
of Benton: Jill Kessler. of Murray:
Lory Simmons. of Mayfield:
Meike Alexandra Price. of
Cottage Grove. Tenn.: and Teresa
Pervine. of Murray.
Jason Barnett. of Murray. was
one of 350 students from across
the United States selected to
attend the National Young
Leaders Conference June 22-27 in
Washington. D.C.
In local Little League baseball.
Rotary and Papa John's played to
an 8-8 tie Thursday night. Shane
Andrus led Rotary with a single
and triple. Justin Grland tripled
and O'Shea Hudspeth and Doug
Brockwell each douffled. Papa
John's was led by Jeff Owen's

triple and Nick Garvin's hit.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County High School
Girls Varsity Cheerleaders won in
UCA
of
division
their
Cheerleader Camp at Murray
State University. Cheerleaders
were Caroline Conley. Kelly
Jameson, Susan Sykes. Stacy
Wuest, Michele Marine, Vona
Darnell, Lori Roberts and Pam
Torsak
Mary Bogard won Medal Play
Ladies' Golf Championship at
Murray Country Club.
Forty years ago
The Frank Harris Open Air
Gospel Singing Drive In was to be
held June 23. Featured singers
included the Inspirations and
other local groups.
Jean Blankenship. executive
director of the Calloway County
Red Cross Chapter. announced
that swimming lessons with water
safety instructor Mrs. Jan Moody
would be held in June. Over 100
children were already on the waiting list.
Fifty years ago
Coleman McKee!.dealer for the
J.I. Case Company in Murray. was
attending a meeting at the Case
Company in Racine. Wis.
Sixty years ago
Rev. Walter Mischke, Paris
District Superintendent, was to he
the speaker at First Methodist
Church on Sunday. according to
the Rev. Paul T. Lyles. pastor.
New officers of the Christian
Women's Fellow ship of the First
Christian Church were Mrs.
Ralph Woods. Mrs. Maurice
Crass, Mrs. Mike Overbey. Mrs.
R.N. Robbins. Mrs. Da‘
Hopkins and Mrs. R.L. Wade.
Mrs. J.N. Wilford reviewed the
book -The Gown of Glory- at the
meeting of the local J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy held at the
Paris. Tenn., home of Mrs. W.P.
Williams.

• •

COMICS/ FEATURES
Grandma on the sidelines
would like to join the game
DEAR ABBY: My son married a sweet girl three years ago.
and I thought we would become
a close family. I haven't bothered
them at all. Since then, she has
become cold and distant to me.
My son rarely calls or comes
around.
They are
expecting
first
their
child soon. I
base been Leh
out of all the
excitement of
the baby. She
has not invited me to the
baby showers
to see the
Dear Abby or
nursery. etc. I
know it's not
By Abigail
all about me.
Van Buren
but I would
like to be
included.
My side of the family doesn't
seem to matter to her or my son.
Because he doesn't stand up for
me. I fear I will never get to be
close to my grandchild. I don't want
to upset them. but how do I handle this? -- SAD GRANDMA TO-BE
DEAR SAD: talk to your son
about your feelings. and ask if
there is a reason for his w ite's
behavior. Dien ask if he WANTS
you to be a pan of his child's
life. because the way things are
pling. it doesn't appear to be the
case Mat !•••lt has cot been ins ited to the baby showers is terrible. but nothing vv ill change until
you bring your concerns isit I mo
the open.
414••••

DEAR ABBY': I him" been a
ss idower for 15 years. I had kids
at home, so restarting romantic
life a asn't a priority after my
w tie died. Ten years later. I realized I was no longer interested
in women, and my love life since
then has been with men. While I
ha.e ne% er been vocal about it
with family and friends, I assume
they all probably know .

A couple of months ago, one
of my male friends -- much younger
than 1 and from my poker group
-- came to my home to take me
to lunch. 1 had always ,assumed
he was gay. I made a pass and
ended up seducing him. He was
a great sex partner, but he changed
his mind about going to lunch afterward. He has never shown up for
poker since and no one has heard
from him.
I feel bad. but I am not ashamed
and I would never say anything
that would lead anyone to know
what happened. Should I contact
my former friend and reassure him?
He's a good man and I worry
about him. -- MISSING A FRIEND
IN MIAMI
DEAR MISSING: The man
you seduced may not have been
as comfortable with gay sex as
you assumed he was. Try to contact him once, but if he wanted
to see you again, he wouldn't
have disappeared. My advice is
to leave it at that because it
appears he isn't interested in another round of poker -- or anything
else -- with you.
••••••

DEAR ABBY: I have discovered that the man I have been
seeing for se%eral years has been
stealing money from me. There
is no question in my mind that
it's him. What is the best way to
confront him? It breaks my heart.
but I need to give him a chance
to be honest about this.
1 care for him as a person but
no longer trust him. I know he's
going through a lot right now,
but so are a lot of us. Please
guide me. I don't do confrontations well. -- USED IN INDIANA DEAR USED: If you have
proof of what he has done, a way
to approach it would be to discuss with him IN A PUBLIC
PLACE that money has disappeared -- and you would like his
"help" in figuring out where it went.
Depending upon his response. you
may have to take specific action
involving your lawyer.

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. June 19.
the 170th day of 2013. There are
195 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 19. 1953.Julius Rosenberg. 35. and his wife. Ethel, 37,
convicted of conspiring to pass U.S.
atomic secrets to the Soviet Union.
Were executed at Sing Sing Prison
in Ossining, N.Y.
' On this date:
In 1862. Congress passed, and
President Abraham Lincoln signed.
a measure abolishing slavery in
S. territories.

In 1865. Union troops commanded by Maj. Gen. Gordon
Granger arrived in Gal% eston,
Texas. with news that the Cis it
War was over, and that all remaining slaves in Texas were free.
In 1910. the first-ever Father's
Day was celebrated in Spokane.
Wash. (The idea for the observance is credited to Sonora Louise
Smart Dodd.)
In 1934. the Federal Communications Commission was created: it replaced the Federal Radio
Commission.
In 1938. four dozen people

were killed when a railroad bridge
in Montana collapsed. sending a
train known as the Olympian
hurtling into Custer Creek.
In 1963. President John E
Kennedy, speaking to Congress,
criticized lawmakers for not acting on proposed cis il rights legislation and called for passage of
a single omnibus bill, the Civil
Rights Act of 1963.
In 1973, the rock musical "The
Rocky Horror Show" premiered
in London (it was later adapted
into the movie The Rocky Horror Picture Show").
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HOW DO I KNOW YOU
AREN'T PART OF SOME
WITNESS
RELOCATION TPROGRAM OR
SOMETHING?

YOUR
, POINT'

I NEVER NEAR° OP
ANYBODit WITH A
NAME LIKE
THAT,

Foot ulcers should never
be left untreated
I have
DEAR DOCTOR
an open sore on the bottom of
my foot. Can I just cover it with
a Band-Aid until it heals, or do
I need to see a doctor?
DEAR READER: I am glad
you asked this question. because
in most circumstances, just covering it with a Band-Aid is a
bad
really
idea.
I'm guessing that this
"sore" is more
some
than
redness of the
skin. I assunle
it is a little
hole or crater.
and that the
top skin of the
Dr. Komaroff sole of your
By
foot is gone.
Dr. Anthony
If that's the
Komaroff
what
case,
you've got is
called a foot ulcer. A foot ulcer
crater is often surrounded by a
border of thickened. callused skin.
(I've put an illustration on my website AskDoctorK.com.) Some
craters are shallow. In severe
ulcers, the red crater may be
deep enough to expose tendons
or bones. If you have a foot
ulcer, you should see your doctor.
People with diabetes are more
likely to get severe foot ulcers.
That's because diabetes can cause
nerve damage in the feet, which
makes them less sensitive to pain
or discomfort. People with diabetes can injure their foot significantly and not know it because
they experience no pain. As a
result. the ulcer can slowly get
worse.
People with diabetes are at special risk from having a foot
ulcer. Because diabetics often have
poor blood supply in their feet,
their foot ulcers have more trouble healing. Healing requires a
good blood supply to provide ener-
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COOKING
ODORS
Dear
Heloise:
have a hint
for
when
cooking broccoli, cabbage,
Brussels
sprouts and
even poaching salmon. I
rinse and trim a stalk of celery,
cut it into thirds and add it to
my liquids. It eliminates the cooking odors and does not impart a
celery flavor to what I am coating. I don't know how, but it
really does work! — M.D.. via
email
Many readers add different'
things to the water to avoid the
‘Ador, like lemon slices but this
is the first Ire heard of celery!
tested this when cooking some
fresh broccoli, and it did seem
to help. And the:: there is My
classic hint of setting a bowl of
vinegar on the counter and turning the exhaust fan on while
cooking odorous vegetables.
Have you ever tvondered what
causes the odor? It's the gas that
is released as the vegetables are
cooked. The LONGER the vegthe
cooked,
are
etables

by
Heloise

STRONGER the odor becomes, ferent flavored waters, but they
so, if .vou can. tex less cooking can be expensive. My hint is to
time and see if there is less odor. make them yourself. I use bottled water and add sliced fruit
— Heloise
(strawberries, raspberries, grapes.
MARSHMALLOW MELD
Dear Heloise: I bought a bag pineapple, lemon and lime).
of miniature MARSHMALLOWS. cucumbers, etc. You even can add
which I stored in the pantry. I mint leaves. Place the pitcher or
opened them three weeks later to container in the refrigerator for
use, and they were all stuck at least six hours to let the "additogether in one big blob. It was tive" infuse into the water. —
a sticky mess getting them sep- Linda B. in California
arated to use in my dessert recipe. FORK DESIGNS
Dear Heloise: I love to bake.
How can I avoid this problem:?
One of the easiest hints I have
— Ruth F. in Ohio
Just place them in a contain- is to use a fork to make designs
er with a tightfitting lid, or in a on cookies, cakes and lemon bars.
freezer-safe plastic bag. and store Just by scraping the tines of the
in the freezer. Remove from the fork across the frosting or powfreezer and let the marshmallows dered sugar. you can create simwarm to room temperature before ple or intricate designs on many
baked goods. — Kelly D.. via
using.
If the marshmallows are stuck, email
pour a little confectioners' (pow- LOOKING FRESH
Dear Heloise: I have a hint
dered) sugar or cornstarch in the
bag and shake to coat. The marsh- so that you can go ahead and
mallows should just break apart. slice up those apples and pears
the day before you need them with— Heloise
out them turning brown. Just
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
refrigerate them in lemon-lime
Heloise
soda. There's no need to keep
P.O. Box 7950(X)
' San Antonio. TX 78279-5000 fresh lemons on hand or put up
with the mess of squeezing them.
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Kathi P. in Arkansas
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.coni
1(12013 by King Features SynFLAVORED WATER
Dear Heloise: I love the dif- dicate Inc.

THEY ACTUALLY NAVE A
SIGN ON THE JACUZZI THAT
"NO DIVING ALLOWED.

says

50? DAD, CMON... THREE..1il THINK ANYBODY'S REALLY
FEET OF WATER, CEMENT f LOOKING FOR A TEN-METER
PLATFORM?
5TEP5, METAL.
4114644.. HAND RAILING... 1
(

3AflFILDu)
THAT'S
RIGHT
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Like lava
Pale
Baltimore player
Fencing weapon
One of the Gorgons
Nick Charles' wife
Prepare
Window part
Floor squares
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Profitable discovery
One, for Juan
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gy and a steady flow of immune
system cells to do its work.
Foot ulcers are vulnerable to
infection. An untreated infection
can develop into:
-- An abscess, or pus-filled
pocket:
-- A spreading infection of
the skin and underlying fat:
-- A bone infection:
-- Gangrene. an area of dead,
darkened body tissue.
If you have good circulation,
your doctor can • treat your foot
ulcer by trimming away diseased
tissue and removing any nearby
callused skin. The doctor will
apply a dressing and may prescribe specialized footwear to
relieve pressure on the affected
area. If there is a possibility of
infection, you may need to take
antibiotics.
Foot ulcers that do not respond
to more conservative therapy may
require surgery. If you have poor
circulation, you may need surgery to correct blood-flow problems in your leg arteries. And if
the circulation is poor enough.
there may be no way to cure a
foot ulcer, and the recurrent infections that develop in that, ulcer,
except by amputating the foot.
So if you've had one toot
ulcer, you should See your doe
tor about it. After the ulcer is
cured, you should take steps to
help prevent future ulcers!
-- Examine your feet every
day to check for rubbed areas.
cracks or calluses.
-- Wash your feet every day
using mild soap and warm water.
Dry thoroughly. Apply moisturizing lotion to dry areas.
-- Wear roomy. well-cushioned
shoes and soft, absorbent socks.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)
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